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COMPLET.1£ LIST OF PARTIES 
In addition to the parties listed in the caption, the Answer and First Amended 
Third-Party Complaint (R. 141-67), filed by Third-Party Plaintiff Parsons Kinghorn & 
Harris, P.C. added the following parties, who were each dismissed pursuant to the district 
court's October 7, 2014 ~ .. 1emorandum Decision (R. 739-48) and October 17, 2014 Order 
of Dismissal, (R. 767-73): 
e Monte Vista Rach, L.C. 
• Legends Land and Ranch, LLC 
• Eagle Mountain Communities, LLC 
• Eagle Mountain Properties, LC 
• EM Development, LLC 
0 John W. Walden, LLC 
• Cedar Valley Investments of Utah, LLC 
• MVR Management, LLC 
• John Walden 
• Robyn Walden 
• Cedar Valley-White Ranch, LC 
• Andrew Zorbis 
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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 
This Court has appellate jurisdiction pursuant to Utah Code Ann.§ 78A-4-103(2)(j). 
STATEMENT OF ISSUES AND STANDARDS OF REVIEW 
Issue 1: When it was undisputed that Plaintiff Eagle Mountain City brought suit in 
its own name, sought compensation for the actual and very real harm it suffered, and 
maintained exclusive control over the litigation, did the district court err when it granted 
Defendant Parsons Kinghorn & Harris, P.C.'s ("PKH") motion for summary judgment by 
I@ concluding, based merely on agreement recitals, that the City's pre-suit agreement to 
share proceeds from any potential recovery from PKH constituted a partial, implied 
assignment in violation of Utah's public policies? 
~ 
~ 
Standard of Review: An appeal of a summary judgment decision is considered 
"under a de novo standard of review, granting no deference to the district court's 
analysis." L.C. Canyon Partners, L.L.C. v. Salt Lake County, 2011 UT 63, ,I 8, 266 P.3d 
797. "A trial court's legal conclusions are accorded no particular deference; we review 
them for correctness." Grayson Roper Ltd. v. Finlinson, 782 P.2d 467, 470 (Utah 1989). 
Whether a party receives something "by assignment ... is a question of law that [the 
Utah Supreme Court] review[s] for correctness, incorporating a clearly erroneous 
standard of review for ... subsidiary factual determinations." Spears v. Warr, 2002 UT 
24, ,I 38, 44 P.3d 742 (abrogated on other grounds by RHN Corp. v. Veibell, 2004 UT 60, 
~ ,I 35, 96 P.3d 935). 
I 
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P:rese:rvation~ (R. 2724-35 (8/17/20 I 5 Hearing Tr. at 22: 18-33:22), 3426-345 l .) 
Issue 2: Did the district court err in depriving the City of the trial c~~mnsel of 
its choice nearly two years into the litigation by ruling, without any motion to disqualify, 
that the City could not use counsel "associated'' with a non-party to the litigation, Cedar 
Valley Water Company (''Cedar Valley'')? 
Standard of Review: Appellate review of a district court's findings concerning 
the existence of an alleged conflict in a law firm's representation "involve mixed 
questions of fact and law which, on review, do not require the deference due to findings 
on questions of pure fact." Margulies By and Through Margulies v. Upchurch, 696 P .2d 
1195, 1200 (Utah 1985). "[T]he proper standard of review of that portion of the Lrial 
court's order which allow[ s] [ a law firm] to remain as counsel in [a] malpractice action is 
the abuse of discretion standard." Id. The Utah Supreme Court, "however, has a special 
interest in the administration of the Rules of Professional Conduct and the discretion 
granted to the trial court in matters of disqualification is quite limited when there are no ~ 
factual disputes." Spratley v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 2003 UT 39, ,r 8, 78 P.3d 
603. 
Preservation: (R. 2724 (8/17/2015 Hearing Tr. at 22:5-17), 3428.) 
2 
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
On June 3, 2009, Cedar Valley, represented by Snell & Wilmer L.L.P. (""Snell & 
Wilmer'), brought a lawsuit against the City as Cedar Valley Water Company, LLC v. 
Eagle Mountain City, et. al, Case No. 090402122 (the "Underlying Lawsuit"). In the 
Underlying Lawsuit, Cedar Valley alleged that the City breached a contract known as the 
2000 Town Well #1 Capacity Purchase Agreement (the '"Capacity Purchase 
Agreement"). PKH had served as the City's counsel since before that agreement, advising 
the City concerning it and administering it on behalf of the City. 
At the trial of the Underlying Lawsuit, Cedar Valley intended to show damages 
exceeding $8 million. In the weeks prior to trial, trial counsel for the City, Williams & 
Hunt ("WH") advised the City that PKH' s advice and administration of the Capacity 
Purchase Agreement was likely legal malpractice, and had subjected the City to millions 
of dollars in liability. Shortly before the trial scheduled in February 2013, Cedar Valley 
and the City settled the Underlying Lawsuit. In connection with this settlement, Cedar 
Valley and the City executed a settlement agreement dated February 5, 2013 (the 
"Settlement Agreement"). Pursuant to the Settlement Agreement, the City agreed to pay 
Cedar Valley more than $4.5 million over time. 
Because the City desired to pursue claims against PKH in order to recoup the 
losses resulting from the Underlying Litigation, the City, Cedar Valley, and Snell & 
Wilmer executed a Contingent Fee Agreement, incorporated by reference into the 
Settlement Agreement. Pursuant to the Contingent Fee Agreement, the City agreed to 
share a third of any recovery with Cedar Valley. Also, because Snell & Wilmer had years 
3 
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of familiarity with t.he facts and legal issues in the matter, the City selected it to represent 
the City in the claims against PKH, and also agreed to share a third of any recovery with 
Snell & Wilmer. 
On December I 0, 2013, the City filed this lawsuit against PKH. PKH was already 
aware of the terms of both the Settlement Agreement and the Contingent Fee Agreement 
before the City brought its claims. PKH waited over a year to argue that the Settlement 
Agreement and Contingent Fee Agreement amounted to an improper assignment of the 
City's malpractice claim, and on February 13, 2015, after a year of extensive and 
expensive discovery, PKH filed a Motion for Summary Judgment seeking a dismissal of ~ 
the City's claims. On October 2, 2015, the district court granted PKH's motion for 
summary judgment and dismissed the City's claims without prejudice. The district court 
concluded that the agreements constituted a "partial," implied assignment of control of 
the City's malpractice claims to Cedar Valley because under the agreements ( 1) Cedar 
Valley had a right to seek an independent determination of the reasonableness of any 
settlement the City was inclined to accept and (2) Cedar Valley had an interest in any 
recovery from PKH. The district court determined that malpractice claims are not 
assignable under Utah law as a matter of public policy. The district court further held that 
the City could renew its claims against PKH only if the litigation was not controlled in 
any way by Cedar Valley and the City was not represented by attorneys associated with 
Cedar Valley. The City now appeals the district court's ruling. 
4 
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STATEMENT OF FACTS 
The City filed its Complaint with the district court on December 10, 2013, seeking 
damages for PKH' s (i) negligence and gross negligence in breaching the standard of care, 
(ii) breach of its fiduciary duties, and (iii) breach of contract ( collectively, the "Claims"). 
(R. 1-24.) The City's Claims arose from the legal advice and contract administration the 
City received from its counsel, PKH, related to the Capacity Purchase Agreement 
~ between the City and Cedar Valley. 
A. The City Agrees to Purchase a Well and Water Capacity from 
Cedar Valley. 
In or about July 1997, the City entered into a "Water Agency and Equity 
Participation Agreement" with Cedar Valley ("1997 Agreement"). (R. 3630-47.) Under 
the 1997 Agreement, Cedar Valley was the exclusive water agent for the City. In 1998, 
PKH, as counsel for the City, approached Cedar Valley about entering into a new 
agreement to replace the 1997 Agreement. Ultimately, Cedar Valley and the City entered 
into the Capacity Purchase Agreement dated February 15, 2000, wherein Cedar Valley 
agreed to sell its well ("Well # 1 ") and all of the remaining water capacity in Well # 1 to 
~ the City. (R. 3658-76.) The Capacity Purchase Agreement reflected the parties' 
agreement that the value of the remaining water capacity was $3,539,000.00. (R. 3661 at 
,I 6.) As a means of funding this purchase over a period of years, the City agreed it would 
collect impact fees from developers whose building lots would connect to the City's 
water system and would, as a result, use water from Well #1. (R. 3660-61 at ,J,J 3-6.) The 
~ Capacity Purchase Agreement specified that the City "shall collect an impact fee of 
5 
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$720.00 for each equivalent residential unit of capacity as provided in the 2000 Impact 
Fee Ordinance of the Town and under the terms of this Agreement.'' (R. 3661 at ,r 5.) 
Importantly, the Citi s obligation to pay the $3 .5 million to Cedar Valley was not 
dependent on its collections and existed independently of amounts collected. (R. 3360-
64.) In other words, the City owed the money even if it failed to collect it from others. 
B. PKH Advised the City Not to Collect Impact Fees as Required 
by the Capacity Purchase Agreement. 
Subsequent to the signing of the Capacity Purchase Agreement, PKH advised the 
City that-despite the language of the Capacity Purchase Agreement-it was not actually 
obligated to collect water impact fees from developers, and should not remit any monies 
to Cedar Valley. (See, e.g., R. 3409-11 at ,r 16 (citing R. 3504-24, 3605-19, 3526-51), ,r 
17 (citing R. 3722-29), ,r 18 (citing R. 3731-34, 3590-3600, 3526-51, 3736), ,r 19 (citing ~ 
R. 3738, 3526-51, 3740-41, 3743-44, 3746-47, 3749-50), ,r 23 (citing R. 3785).) The 
City contends this advice was negligent, a breach of the standard of care, and a breach of 
PKH's fiduciary duties. (R. 19-22.) Specifically, the City alleged that PKH breached its 
professional duties by (i) advising the City not to collect impact fees from developers 
despite clear and express contractual language directing the City to do so, (ii) advising 
the City not to pay any monies to Cedar Valley notwithstanding the fact that PKH 
acknowledged at least some monies were owed and in fact some monies had been 
coliected, (iii) advising the City that credit letters from Cedar Valley existed to support 
the City's defenses against Cedar Valley's claims when, in fact, such letters did not exist, 
and (iv) advising the City against accepting a settlement offer from Cedar Valley before 
6 
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the Underlying Lawsuit, for reasons unsupported by facts or law, that would have 
~ substantially reduced the City's potential liability and exposure. (R. 19 at~ 66.) 
Between 2000 and 2007, Cedar Valley made repeated inquiries to PKH and the 
City about the status of payments under the Capacity Purchase Agreement. (R. 11.) 
Finally, in July 2007, Cedar Valley filed a GRAMA request and discovered that the City 
had been using Well # 1 as a primary water source for the City for years, and had pumped 
billions of gallons of water from it without making a single payment to Cedar Valley. (R. 
12.) Between 2007 and 2009, Cedar Valley engaged in discussions with the City in an 
effort to resolve the parties' dispute over payment. (Id., R. 3411 ~ 24 (citing R. 3458-65, 
3787-89).) During these negotiations, PKH repeatedly advised the City that it had no 
obligation to collect impact fees or to make payments to Cedar Valley under the Capacity 
Purchase Agreement. (See, e.g., R. 3411-14 ~ 25 (citing R. 3787-89, 3791-92, 3653-56, 
3795-97), ~ 26 (citing R. 3799-3807, 3526-51), ~ 27 (citing R. 3809-10), ~ 28 (citing R. 
~ 3812-26), ~ 29 (citing R. 3812-26, 3458-65, 3605-19), ,r 30 (citing R. 3828-33, 3835-39, 
3841-43, 3845-47, 3605-19, 3415), 1 31 (citing R. 3835-39, 3812-26), ~ 32 (citing R. 
3849-51).) After the parties failed to reach a resolution, in June 2009, Cedar Valley filed 
the Underlying Lawsuit against the City. (R. 2801-23.) 
C. The City Executes the Settlement Agreement and Contingent 
Fee Agreement with Cedar Valley. 
Trial of Cedar Valley's claims against the City was scheduled for February 2013. 
Shortly before trial, in January 2013, Cedar Valley and the City settled the Underlying 
~ 
Lawsuit and entered into the Settlement Agreement. (R. 3360-63; Add. 1.) The City's 
7 
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trial counsel reco~111ended the settlement by reason Lliat PKH' s advice and 
misrepresentations to the City had made a defense to Cedar Valley's claims untenable. 
The Settlement Agreement incorporated by reference the Contingent Fee Agreement. (R. 
3362.) The City and Cedar Valley entered into the Contingent Fee Agreement with Snell 
& Wilmer, who had acted as counsel for Cedar Valley in the Underlying Lawsuit, had 
extensive knowledge of the facts and history, and had essentially uncovered PKH's 
negligence and malpractice. (R. 3365-73; Add. 2.) Pursuant to the Contingent Fee 
Agreement, the City agreed to share with Cedar Valley a portion of the proceeds from 
any recovery of the City's planned lawsuit against PKH. (Id.) Under the Contingent Fee 
Agreement, Snell & Wilmer agreed to represent the City in its malpractice case against 
PKH. (Id. at Preamble and ,I,I D, E, 1.) 
D. The City Sues PKH for Malpractice. 
The City tried to settle its claims against PKH before bringing suit. In those 
discussions the City disclosed to PKH the terms of the Settlement Agreement and the 
Contingent Fee Agreement. After a failed mediation (R. 3319-23), on December 10, 2013 
the City brought this lawsuit. (R. 1-24.) The suit asserted claims for professional 
negligence, breach of fiduciary duty, and breach of contract. (Id.) The City alleged that 
PKH provided negligent advice to the City about the collection of impact fees and the 
payment of monies due to Cedar Valley under the Capacity Purchase Agreement. (R. 19 
at ,r 66.) The City further alleged that PKH had a duty of honesty and candor to the City 
and breached that duty when it falsely advised the City that written credit letters existed 
to support the City's primary defense against Cedar Valley. PKH knew that no such 
8 
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credit letters existed. (R. 21 at ,r 76.)1 The City also alleged that PKH had a contractual 
obligation to provide competent legal advice and that PKH breached that obligation when 
it gave incorrect legal advice related to the City's performance under the Capacity 
Purchase Agreement. (R. 23 at ,r 84.) 
After the City filed its Complaint, PKH brought a third-party complaint against 
WH alleging that, as litigation counsel of record for the City in the Underlying Lawsuit, 
WH was negligent in its representation of the City and responsible for the damages 
incurred by the City in settling with Cedar Valley. (R. 141-67.) 
E. PKH Moves for Summary Judgment. 
In spite. of being aware of the terms of the Settlement Agreement and Contingent 
Fee Agreement at the time of suit, PKH did not move at that time to dismiss the City's 
complaint on any grounds, including on the basis of a purported p~ial or other 
assignment allegedly in violation of public policy. PKH and the City engaged in 
expensive discovery for over a year. (R. 3426 at ,r 84.) Prior to the conclusion of fact 
discovery, on February 13, 2015, PKH filed its Motion for Summary Judgment seeking a 
dismissal of the City's claims on the purported ground that the City improperly assigned 
its malpractice claim under the Settlement Agreement and Contingent Fee Agreement. 
(R. 3065-3373.) Specifically, PK.H claimed that pursuant to these agreements Cedar 
Valley obtained a substantial interest in the legal malpractice case and that the legal 
1 Under the Capacity Purchase Agreement, Cedar Valley was permitted to assign a credit 
against the equity buy-in capacity for Well #1 to third-party developers. In the event 
Cedar Valley elected to do so (which it never did), Cedar Valley was to provide written 
notice to the City that it was not to charge impact fees to those third-party developers. 
(R. 3660-61.) 
9 
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malpractice claim was somehow used as a marketable cornn10dity. (R. 3094=95.) 
Although Cedar Valley is not a party, PKH also claimed it was being forced to defend 
itself against an entity with which it never had an attorney-client relationship, and to 
which it owed no duty. {Id.) Finally, PKH claimed ··champerty'' was promoted because 
Cedar Valley had agreed to pay the costs of litigation, and that Snell & Wilmer's 
involvement in the case was improper. (Id.; see also R. 3107.) PKH, however, never 
filed a motion to disqualify Snell & Wilmer as counsel for the City and lodged no 
objection to Snell & Wilmer's involvement in the case for well over a year. In support of 
its arguments, PKH relied on the terms of the Settlement Agreement and Contingent Fee 6u 
Agreement. (R. 3068-3108, 4081-4159.) 
In opposition to PKH' s motion, the City pointed out there was no assignment and 
that the language of the agreements did not support PKH's arguments. (R. 3426-29.) 
Moreover, aside from paying costs, it was undisputed that Cedar Valley had absolutely 
no involvement, let alone control, over the litigation against PKH. (R. 3427-28; R. 3832 
at ,r,I 18-19 (Add. 3); R. 3951 at ,r,r 4-5 (Add. 4); R. 3957-58 at ,r,r 17-19 {Add. 5).) It 
was also undisputed that the City never received a settlement offer from PKH that it was 
inclined to accept. (R. 3832 at ,r 21; R. 3951 at ,r 5; R. 3957-58 at ,r,r 18-19.) Finally, 
Snell & Wilmer's representation of the City posed no conflict. (R. 3426-35.) The City 
submitted declarations to support these facts, none of which were addressed or rebutted 
by PKH. (See, e.g., R. 3 831 at ,r 14 ("[T]he City never intended to transfer or assign the 
~' 
[legal malpractice] claim, or control over the claim to [Cedar Valley]."); id. ("[I]t was ~ 
always my understanding that the City would bring the claims and control the 
10 
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litigation."); id. at 1 15 c-The City agreed to using Snell & Wilmer because Snell & 
Wilmer was the logical choice . . . [because] it was already well acquainted with the 
complicated facts of the underlying case and the documents related thereto.''); id. at 116 
C'The City Attorney at the time of the settlement, Jeremy Cook from PKH, never 
indicated ... that an agreement to share proceeds with [Cedar Valley] of a malpractice 
claim would be improper or voidable.").) Instead, PKH (and ultimately the district court) 
ignored the declarations and the undisputed facts contained therein. 
F. The District Court Grants PKH's Motion for Summary 
Judgment and Precludes the City from Using Snell & Wilmer. 
On October 2, 2015, the district court issued its Ruling, wherein it granted PKH's 
motion for summary judgment and dismissed the City's claims without prejudice. (R. 
2626-42; Add. 6.) The district court expressly advised the parties it was not ruling that 
the Settlement Agreement or the Contingent Fee Agreement were unenforceable. (Id. at 
7.) The district court did, however, conclude that the agreements constituted a partial, 
implied assignment of the City's malpractice claims to Cedar Valley because the 
agreements granted Cedar Valley the right to question whether a settlement was 
reasonable, allowed Cedar Valley to advance costs, and granted Cedar Valley a one-third 
interest in any proceeds recovered in the litigation. (Id. at 15-16.) The district court 
opined that legal malpractice claims were not assignable and that, as a consequence, the 
agreements violated public policy. {Id.) The district court concluded that the City was 
prohibited from pursuing its claims against PKH under terms of the agreements and that 
the City would be "permitted to pursue its claim against PKH [only] if it satisfies the 
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Court that it will be prosecuted independently of the settlement agreement. To do so, at a 
minimum, [ the City] needs to establish that its litigation is not controlled in any way by 
[Cedar Valley], and that [the City] is not represented by attorneys associated with [Cedar 
Valley]." (Id. at 16.) 
In reaching its conclusion that the Contingent Fee Agreement granted Cedar 
Valley enough control over the City's malpractice claim to constitute an improper 
assignment, the district court identified the following provisions from the Contingent Fee 
Agreement: 
• The City's agreement to "file and prosecute a complaint against PKH . . . 
solely on the terms and conditions of this Agreement" (R. 2633 (citing R. 3365)); 
• The City and Cedar Valley agreeing to retain Snell & Wilmer to bring the 
lawsuit against PKH (Id. (citing R. 3365)); 
• The communications between the City and Cedar Valley and Snell & 
Wilmer are not privileged because the parties are jointly represented {Id. ( citing R. 3367-
68) ); 
• The City and Cedar Valley agreed that each would receive one-third of any 
recovery from PKH in the malpractice lawsuit (Id. (citing R. 3365)); 
• The City and Cedar Valley agreed that Snell & Wilmer would receive one-
third of any recovery from PKH in the malpractice lawsuit (Id. (citL11g R. 3366)); 
• Cedar Valley would pay all costs incurred in connection with the 
malpractice lawsuit {Id. (citing R. 3366)); and 
12 
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• If PKH made an offer to settle and the City and Cedar Valley could not 
agree on the terms of the settlement, the City and Cedar Valley were required to negotiate 
in good faith. If the City and Cedar Valley could not agree, then they agreed to mediate. 
If mediation was unsuccessful, the question of whether to accept or reject PKH' s offer 
would be submitted to an arbitration panel. (Id. at 2633-34 (citing R. 3369).) 
The district court then surmised that the Settlement Agreement and Contingent 
Fee Agreement granted "partial control" to Cedar Valley in the following ways: 
1) File the present lawsuit as a condition to settle the underlying litigation. 
2) Be represented by a specific attorney agreed to by [Cedar Valley]. 3) 
Allow the attorney to jointly represent [the City and Cedar Valley] in this 
case. 4) Waive client confidentiality with the attorney in this case to allow 
[Snell & Wilmer] to disclose information regarding the litigation to [Cedar 
Valley]. 5) Obtain prior approval by [ Cedar Valley] before it can settle the 
claim, or if the parties disagree, ultimately submit its rights to settle its case 
to binding arbitration. 
(R. 2634.) 
Eagle Mountain filed its notice of appeal on November 2, 2015. (R. 2669-71.) 
Thereafter, the district court entered an order dismissing without prejudice PKH' s First 
Amended Third-Party Complaint against WH. (R. 2689-91.) Lastly, this litigation has 
not permanently destroyed the attorney-client relationship, as the City continues to use 
PKH as its City Attorney on many matters. 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS 
Utah has not yet decided whether legal malpractice claims are assignable. And 
while Utah law permits the purchase of such claims from bankrupt estates and judgment 
execution sales, this Court need not address the specific question because the City did not 
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assign its claims as a matter of law. The City has paid out 1nillions, and continues to pay 
out hundreds of thousands of dollars because PKH committed malpractice. The City 
seeks those monies from PKH, whose negligence and bad advice led to a completely 
avoidable liability. In agreeing to share a portion of any recovery with Cedar Valley in 
exchange for payment of costs, and with Snell & Wilmer in exchange for legal services, 
Cedar Valley did not assign its claims against PKH or surrender control of the litigation. 
The district court recognized that neither the Settlement Agreement nor the 
Contingent Fee Agreement expressly assigned or surrendered control of the City~ s legal 
malpractice claim against PKH. The Court went on from those agreements, however, to 
erroneously opine that the City transferred its legal malpractice claim through a partial, 
implied assignment. In so doing, the Court attributed motives and conduct that the 
language of the agreements, the undisputed facts, and certainly all reasonable inferences 
therefrom, do not support. The City was the sole plaintiff. It filed suit in its own name, 
through attorneys the City selected because of their depth of knowledge and experience 
with the claims and many years of history at issue. The City was authorized to and in fact 
controlled every aspect of the litigation. The undisputed facts showed that Cedar Valley's 
sole role in the prosecution of claims was to pay litigation costs, over which it had no 
discretion. Most importantly here, while Utah law has not embraced all of the public 
policy reasons against assignments that other states have embraced, none of those public 
policy reasons are implicated by the facts of this case. The City did not transfer its legal 
malpractice claims - through an implied assignment or otherwise - but even if there were 
some sort of partial transfer here, it did not violate the public policy reasons with which 
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Utah is concerned and should, therefore, be deemed valid. Thus this Court should reverse 
the district court's decision. 
Finally, the district court erred when it embraced PKH's one sentence argument 
and improperly held that the City could pursue its legal malpractice claim only so long as 
it was not represented by attorneys "associated" with Cedar Valley. The district court's 
holding purportedly disqualified Snell & Wilmer from representing the City despite the 
fact that a motion to disqualify was never filed, the district court never considered facts 
requiring disqualification, and the district court never requested that the matter be briefed. 
The district court's decision infringed on the City's right to select the counsel of its 
choice and could unfairly prejudice the City by forcing it to find new counsel, who must 
get up to speed in a case that has over six years of history between the Underlying 
Lawsuit and this case. The district court's depriving the City of its counsel of choice 
nearly two years into the litigation was prejudicial error, and this Court should reverse it. 
I. 
ARGUMENT 
THE DISTRICT COURT ERRED IN CONCLUDING THAT 
THE SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT AND CONTINGENT FEE 
AGREEMENT CONSTITUTED A PARTIAL, IMPLIED 
ASSIGNMENT OF THE CITY'S LEGAL MALPRACTICE CLAIM. 
The district court incorrectly concluded that the City improperly transferred its 
legal malpractice claim against PKH through the Settlement Agreement and Contingent 
Fee Agreement. The district court's conclusion ignored the undisputed facts, and all 
reasonable inferences favoring the City, and instead was based on its erroneous 
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determination that the agreements constituted a partial, implied assignment as a matter of 
law. 
A. Utah Law Sanctions Non-Clients Suing Lawyers for 
Malpractice. 
The Utah Supreme Court has yet to decide wheL1'1er a legal malpractice claim is 
assignable under Utah law. See Snow. Nuffer, Engstrom & Drake v. Tanasse, 1999 UT 
49, ,I 8, 980 P .2d 208 C'lT]here is no need to decide whether a legal malpractice claim is 
assignable under Utah law in order to resolve this particular dispute."). While the Utah 
Supreme Court did not reach that specific issue in the Tanasse case, it did expressly 
sanction the purchase of a legal malpractice claim from a bankruptcy estate, or in 
executing upon a judgment. Id. at ,r,r 10-11. In other words, under Utah law, a total 
stranger to an attorney-client relationship may own the client's malpractice claim, control 
it, and prosecute it against that party's lawyer or law firm, and keep 100% of the 
recovery. Thus, Utah has not embraced all public policy issues identified by other courts 
as important or essential to the assignability issue. The present case, however, does not 
require this Court to delineate the types of transfers of claims that are or are not 
permissible because there was no transfer or implied assignment of the City's claims 
against PKH. 
1. "Assignment" is a vague term that invokes a broad range of 
circumstances. 
As the City pointed out to the district court, there is an entire range of 
circumstances that would give rise to whether a malpractice claim has been "assigned" in 
such a way as to violate Utah's public policies. (R. 3436-51.) And, the City 
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acknowledged that the majority of courts that have considered the issue have held that at 
least at some levels, legal malpractice claims should not be assigned. (R. 3432-35.) The 
City did not dispute the proposition that the Utah Supreme Court would likely adopt the 
idea that in some circumstances the transfer of a legal malpractice claim for consideration 
could violate some important public policies, and thus be barred. (Id.); see, e.g., Tanasse 
v. Snow, 929 P.2d 351, 352-53 (Utah Ct. App. 1996) (explaining that the majority of 
jurisdictions have determined that legal malpractice claims cannot be assigned, but 
recognizing that a small minority, including New York, Maryland, Oregon, and 
Pennsylvania, have held that legal malpractice claims are freely assignable), aff d in part, 
rev'd in part on other grounds, Tanasse, 1999 UT 49. 
2. There is no need here to flesh out Utah law on assignments. 
Here, however, just as in Tanasse, the Court need not decide whether legal 
malpractice claims are assignable under Utah law because the City did not assign its legal 
malpractice claim against PKH to Cedar Valley. Instead, the City entered into a 
Settlement Agreement with Cedar Valley, (R. 3360-63), and a Contingent Fee Agreement 
with Cedar Valley and Snell & Wilmer, (R. 3365-73). It is undisputed that, as a matter of 
law, and as the district court recognized, neither agreement expressly assigned the City's 
legal malpractice claim to Cedar Valley. To the contrary, in releasing its claims against 
Cedar Valley, the City "[ e ]xpressly excluded from this Release ... any and all claims the 
City may have against its own attorneys, as set forth in the Contingent Fee Agreement." 
(R. 3361 at ,r 5.) Thus, not only did the City not assign its legal malpractice claim, it 
expressly retained it. 
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Similarly, the Contingent Fee Agreement, \vhich \Vas incorporated by reference 
into the Settlement Agreement, does not include a single provision wherein the City 
expressly assigned its malpractice claim to Cedar Valley or any other entity. (See 
generally R. 3365-73; see also R. 3362 at 91 7 C,;Except as expressly stated herein, this 
[Settlement] Agreement and a companion Contingent Fee Agreement, contain the entire 
agreement and understanding of the parties with respect to the subject matter hereof.").) 
Accordingly, the district court appropriately held that ''[t]he Settlement Agreement and 
Contingency Fee Agreement do not expressly assign the malpractice claim to [Cedar 
Valley]." (R. 2635.) 
Despite the above clear contract language, the district court went beyond and held 
that the City's "argument that it has not assigned the claim to [Cedar Valley is] 
inconsistent with the content of the [Contingent Fee] Agreement." (R. 2632.) In 
determining whether there is an implied assignment the district court properly recognized 
that "'the creation and existence of an assignment is to be determined according to the 
intention of the parties, which is to be discerned not only from the instruments executed 
by them, if an [sic], but from the surrounding circumstances."' (R. 263 5 ( quoting 6A 
C.J.S. Assignments § 57 (2010)).) The district court concluded that there was a partial, 
implied assignment because "the Agreements grant [ Cedar Valley] and [sic] interest in 
both controlling the litigation and in the potential proceeds from the litigation." (R. 
2634.) These are merely conclusions that neither the agreements nor the undisputed facts 
and inferences support. In reaching these conclusions (really characterizations), the 
district court failed to properly analyze whether there was an implied assignment because 
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; .,)I 
"N 
the district court did not consider the "·surrounding circumstances" of the agreements, 
including the undisputed facts submitted by the City. 
3. The district court unreasonably inferred conditions and facts 
disputed by the record evi~ence. 
The district court ignored the undisputed facts constituting the "surrounding 
circumstances" that determine whether in fact an implied assignment exists. (Compare R. 
3828-3833, R. 3950-58 with R. 2626-42.) It is undisputed the City brought its legal 
malpractice claim in its own name and on its own behalf. (R. 1-24; R. 3832 at ,r,I 18-21; 
R. 3951 at ,I,r 3-5; R. 3956-58 at ,r,I 12-19.) Perhaps most importantly, Cedar Valley had 
no control over the conduct of the litigation. (R. 3832 at ,r,I 18-21; R. 3951 at ,r,r 3-5; R. 
3956-58 at ,r,r 12-19.) As the City's own representative, Mr. lfo Pili, testified by 
declaration, "the City never intended to transfer or assign the claim, or control over the 
claim to [Cedar Valley]." (R. 3831 at ,r 14.) Mr. Pili and the City's mayor, Mr. 
Christopher Pengra, further testified that they communicated directly with Snell & 
Wilmer about this case and they have never been involved with any communications 
( directly or indirectly) with any representative of Cedar Valley concerning the 
prosecution of the malpractice claim or strategy. (R. 3832 at ,I,I 18-21; R. 3951 at ,I 4.) 
There is nothing in the record to rebut this. Thus, the district court's holding improperly 
interpreted the agreements without looking at the intent of the parties as borne out by 
their many months of conduct. And, as set forth in more detail below, each of the reasons 
underpinning the district court's decision is contrary to the law and the facts. 
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B.. The Filing of the Lawsuit Was Not a Condition to Settlement. 
The district court incorrectly concluded that the City"s filing of the instant lawsuit 
was a condition of its settlement with Cedar Valley. The district court's conclusion was 
based solely on a recital from the Contingent Fee Agreement. (R. 2633 (citing R. 3365).) 
The district court's conclusion is wrong in at least three ways. 
1. The recitals do not describe conditions. 
First, the district court misread the recital. The recital states that ''[a]s part of the 
Settlement Agreement, City has agreed to make demand and if needed file and prosecute 
a complaint against PKH . . . alleging negligence and related malpractice claims 
("Lawsuit"), solely on the terms and conditions of this agreement." (R. 3365 at ,r C.) 
Nowhere in the recital does it state that the City's agreement to bring a lawsuit was a 
condition of settlement. If PKH refused the City's demands and settlement overtures, as it 
did, of course the City was interested in pursuing those claims. There is no record 
evidence that Cedar Valley made the City's prosecution of its claims a condition to 
settlement, and thus the district court erred to broaden the scope of the agreement by 
concluding that this suit was a "condition" of settlement. 
2. Recitals are not contract terms. 
Second, a recital is not binding. A recital is not a contractual term between the 
parties. See, e.g., Garrett v. Ellison, 72 P.2d 449, 453 (Utah 1937) (holding that a portion 
of a promissory note that identified two individuals as payees was a mere recital and not a 
contractual term between the parties). Therefore, the district court further erred in 
construing the recital as a binding contractual term. 
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3. The facts directly contradict the district court's inferences. 
Third and finally, the district court's conclusion is contrary to the undisputed facts. 
The undisputed facts showed that the filing of the lawsuit was not a condition to 
settlement, and the City would have filed a lawsuit against PKH even if the City did not 
settle with Cedar Valley. Specifically, the city administrator's unrebutted, sworn 
declaration, stated "[i]f the City and [Cedar Valley] had not entered into an agreement to 
share proceeds as part of its settlement, [he] would have strongly recommended pursuing, 
and [he] believe[ d] the City would have pursued, the legal malpractice claim to recover 
whatever damages PKH' s misrepresentations and poor legal advice had caused the City." 
(R. 3831-32 at,I 17; see also R. 3957 at,I 15.) 
The filing of the City's malpractice claim against PKH was not a condition of 
settlement at all. At most, the City used its pre-existing intent to sue PKH for malpractice 
to negotiate a more favorable settlement agreement with Cedar Valley and to obtain the 
benefit of litigation costs being advanced by a third party, much the same way a law firm 
might advance costs on behalf of a contingent fee client. (R. 3 830-31 at ilil 12-14.) There 
is no evidence in the record that the City's decision to file a lawsuit gave Cedar Valley 
any control of the litigation. And the undisputed facts show, too, that after the agreements 
were signed Cedar Valley played no role whatsoever in making any decisions or strategy 
calls. Thus, it was error for the district court to infer from this vacuum that it did. 
C. Cedar Valley Did Not Choose the City's Attorney. 
The district court's decision also was based on its erroneous belief that Cedar 
Valley had a say in the selection of the City's counsel in this case. Again, the district 
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court's belief was improperly based on a recital in the Contingent Fee .A.greement. (R. 
2633 (citing R. 3365).) Recitals are not part of the contractual agreement between the 
parties, and the recital relied on by the district court does not state or even imply that 
Cedar Valley selected Snell & Wilmer as counsel for the City. Rather, the recital states 
that the "City and Cedar Valley desire to retain [Snell & Wilmer] to bring the Lawsuit 
against PKH." (R. 3365.) The plain language of the recital states that both parties desire 
Snell & Wilmer to be counsel for the City, not that settlement or anything else was 
conditioned on Snell & Wilmer being counsel. 
Moreover, the undisputed testimony presented by the City in opposition to PKH's • 
motion for summary judgment demonstrates that the City chose Snell & Wilmer as 
counsel, not Cedar Valley. Mr. Ifo Pili, the City's administrator, testified that the ''City 
agreed to using Snell & Wilmer because Snell & Wilmer was a logical choice to 
represent the City in the malpractice lawsuit. It was already acquainted with the 
complicated facts of the underlying case and the documents related thereto. Further, Snell 
attorneys had been instrumental in exposing PKH's misrepresentations .... As such, we 
believed Snell & Wilmer could litigate the case effectively and efficiently." (R. 3831 at ,r 
15.) Similarly, Ms. Heather Jackson, the City's mayor during the Underlying Lawsuit 
and settlement, testified that "[She] was comfortable with the idea of the City's retaining 
Snell & Wilmer L.L.P. to bring the claims. . . . [ and the City] believed Snell & Wilmer 
could litigate the case effectively and efficiently." (R. 3956-57 at ,r 13.) Neither PKH nor 
the district court pointed to any record evidence refuting the undisputed fact that the City, 
not Cedar Valley, selected Snell & Wilmer to be the City's counsel. Thus, the recital 
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relied upon by the district court-to the extent it had any effect at all-did not grant 
v/j Cedar Valley any control of the litigation and thus cannot be considered an element in 
determining whether there was an implied assignment. 
D. Simultaneous Representation and Waiver of Confidentiality do 
not Equate to Surrender of Control. 
The district court further incorrectly reasoned that because the City and Cedar 
Valley were jointly represented by Snell & Wilmer and the City waived confidentiality, 
this was sufficient to give Cedar Valley some control over the litigation. But attorneys 
may jointly represent multiple clients, and frequently do so, albeit in the face of a 
~ waivable conflict. See Utah R. Prof. Conduct 1. 7. Parties may also choose to waive 
confidentiality in a lawsuit. See, e.g., Strohm v. ClearOne Com.ms., Inc., 2013 UT 21, ,r 
61, 308 P .3d 424 (recognizing the sharing of confidential information through a joint 
defense agreement). 
Here, Mr. Pili's undisputed testimony is that he had "not been involved with any 
conversation with any [Cedar Valley] representative concerning the prosecution of claims 
or strategies undertaken ... [and he is] not aware of any other City official having such a 
conversation. In all of [his] communications with [the City's] counsel on this matter, no 
one from [Cedar Valley] has directed any communications to [him] concerning the 
prosecution of claims or strategies undertaken." (R. 3832 at ,r 21; see also R. 3951 at ,r 4 
(Deel. of Mayor Christopher Pengra) ("I have been one of two primary points of contact 
for the City in comµmnicating with our attorneys, Snell & Wilmer L.L.P., regarding the 
legal malpractice case against Parsons Kinghorn & Harris, P .C. . . . In all of my 
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communications with our counsel on this matter, no one from Cedar Valley . . . has 
directed any communications to me concerning the prosecution of claims or strategies 
undertaken.").) 
The City surrendered no control over the litigation by merely allowing Snell & 
Wilmer to continue its pre-existing attorney-client relationship with Cedar Valley. Joint 
representation and joint defense agreements are common practice in Utah. These 
agreements do not evidence an impermissible assignment. 
E. Cedar Valley Neither Has Settlement Authority Nor the Ability 
to Force the City to Accept or Reject a Settlement Offer. 
Finally, the district court erroneously held that the City effectively transferred 
control of the litigation to Cedar Valley by agreeing to obtain approval from Cedar 
Valley before accepting or rejecting a settlement offer. The Contingent Fee Agreement ~ 
does not say this. It states in pertinent part, 
In the event PKH and/ or its insurer( s) make an offer of settlement to [ the 
City and/or Cedar Valley], and they cannot mutually agree on the terms of 
negotiated settlement of the Lawsuit, then the clients agree to first negotiate 
in good faith. Failing an agreement then, the parties shall mediate their 
dispute before a mediator ... In the event the dispute is not resolved by 
mediation, each of the [ two parties] shall select an arbitrator and the two 
selected arbitrators shall select a third arbitrator . . . . The decision of the 
three arbitrators regarding whether to accept or reject the pending offer 
shall be binding on the clients. 
(R. at 3369 at 17.) 
First, the Court shouid take note of the fact that PKH has never made a settlement 
offer to the City that it was inclined to accept, and thus if PKH never makes an attractive 
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offer to the City, the clause is moot. No -•rights'' of Cedar Valley have been, and they 
may not ever be, triggered. 
Second, the language of the agreement does not support the district court's 
reading. Pursuant to the plain terms of the Contingent Fee Agreement, Cedar Valley 
cannot force the City to accept or reject a settlement offer. Rather, in the event that the 
City desires to accept a settlement offer from PKH, the Contingent Fee Agreement 
merely allows Cedar Valley to comment upon and mediate the reasonableness of the 
offer to determine whether such a settlement offer from PKH is "reasonable." Failing 
that, an independent neutral may need to become involved. This is no different from a 
standard contingency fee agreement between an attorney and her client. The district court 
ruled that the right to test the reasonableness of a settlement offer amounts to a surrender 
of control. That is not the law. 
F. The Policy Reasons for Not Allowing the Assignment of Legal 
Malpractice Claims Are Not Present Here. 
After considering the factors above and holding that the City partially assigned its 
legal malpractice claim against PKH to Cedar Valley by granting "partial control" of the 
litigation to Cedar Valley, the district court next analyzed the policy reasons for not 
allowing the assignment of a legal malpractice claims. The district court identified the 
following public policy concerns: (I) avoiding the exploitation and merchandising of 
malpractice claims, (R. 2637-38 (citing Goodley v. Wank & Wank, Inc., 62 Cal. App. 3d 
389 (Cal. Ct. App. 1976)); (2) preserving the sanctity of the attorney-client relationship, 
(R. 2638 (citing Picadilly, Inc. v. Raikos, 582 N.E.2d 338 (Ind. 1991)); (3) preventing 
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collusion, (R 2639 (citing Gurski v. Rosenblum and Filan. LT .c. 885 A.2d 163 (Conn, 
2005), Kommavongsa v. Haskell, 67 P.3d 1068 (Wash. 2003)); (4) avoiding an abrupt 
and shameless shift of positions in the malpractice case, (R. 2639 (citing Picadilly. 582 
N.E.2d 338)); and (5) eliminating any distinction between assignment of a cause of action 
and an assignment of recovery, (R. 2639-40 ( citing Town & Country Bank of Springfield 
v. Country Mut. Ins., Co., 121 Ill. App. 3d 216 (Ill. Ct. App. 1984), Gurski, 885 A.2d 
163)). After analyzing these public policy concerns, the district court "adopt[ ed] the 
majority position that malpractice claims should not be assignable.'' (R. 2640.) Whether, 
and to what extent, these policies come into play is a highly fact sensitive inquiry. ~ 
Because the City did not assign its legal malpractice claim, partially or otherwise, 
there is no need for this Court to determine whether Utah law prohibits the assignment of 
legal malpractice claims. Assuming, however, the agreements included some sort of 
transfer, and even if that transfer could be characterized as a ''partial assignment," the 
undisputed facts of this case show that this case does not implicate the public policy 
issues with which courts are concerned. Thus, there was no assignment in violation of 
Utah's public policy and the district court's ruling should be reversed. 
1. The City did not exploit or merchandise its malpractice claim. 
The first public policy reason the district court identified was the risk of 
exploitation of legal malpractice claims. (R. 2637-38 (citing Goodley. 62 Cal. App. 3d 
3 89.) In Goodley, the California Court of Appeals held that legal malpractice claims are 
not assignable because "[t]he assignment of such claims could relegate the legal 
malpractice action to the market place and convert it to a commodity to be exploited and 
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transferred to economic bidders who have never had a professional relationship with the 
attorney.'" 62 Cal. App. 3d at 397. In Goodley. the party with the legal malpractice claim 
actually sold the claim to an assignee and the assignee brought the claim in his own 
name. Id. at 3 92. 
In contrast to Goodley. however, the Utah Supreme Court has already held that 
legal malpractice claims can be sold to total strangers to the relationship. Tanasse, 1999 
UT 49 at ,r,r 10-11. The idea of multiple bidders on a legal malpractice claim in a 
bankruptcy auction or in the execution sale on a judgment is not offensive to Utah public 
policy. See id. Notwithstanding that, the City did not sell or assign its malpractice claim. 
The City did not post its legal malpractice claim on eBay or otherwise put it up for bid in 
the market place. The City brought the malpractice claim in its own name, controlled the 
litigation, and stood to recover from any judgment against PKH. The City's actions did 
not rise to any exploitation of a legal malpractice claim. 
2. The sanctity of the attorney-client relationship is preserved. 
Next, the district court identified the public policy concern of the sanctity of the 
attorney-client relationship. (R. 2638 (citing Picadilly .. 582 N.E.2d 338.) In Picadilly, the 
court held that "[t]he assignment of a legal malpractice claim is perhaps most 
incompatible with the attorney's duty of loyalty" because that duty can be weakened if 
zealous advocacy could be threatened by the knowledge that "a client can sell off a 
malpractice claim, particularly if an adversary can buy it." Picadilly .. 582 N.E.2d at 342. 
Picadilly continued that "[i]f assignments were permitted, ... they would become an 
important bargaining chip in the negotiation of settlements . . . . An adversary might well 
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make a favorable settlement offer to a judgment-proof or financially strapped client in 
exchange for the assignment of that client's right to bring a malpractice claim against his 
attorney.'· Id. at 343. Again, this case does not implicate this policy. 
First, the Tanasse case shows that Utah's public policies are not offended if a 
stranger to the attorney-client relationship is the plaintiff suing the lawyer. In Utah, a 
lawyer representing a client whose financial circumstances could lead to bankruptcy or an 
adverse judgment always runs the risk a malpractice claim will go to bid. Moreover, this 
policy is not offended by the facts here because Cedar Valley did not purchase the claim 
from the City. In Picadilly, by contrast, the assignee purchased the claim in a bankruptcy 
proceeding (which Utah law allows), and although brought in the assignor's name, the 
assignor had no involvement in the malpractice suit. Id. at 339. Picadilly has no 
application here to suggest the City assigned its claim in any impermissible way. 
Second, Cedar Valley never made a settlement offer in exchange for an 
assignment of a legal malpractice claim. Pursuant to the Settlement Agreement, the City 
paid Cedar Valley over $4.5 million to settle the Underlying Lawsuit. The Contingent 
Fee Agreement allowed the City to obtain the benefit of legal services and the payment of 
costs by agreeing to share a portion of any recovery. As detailed above, this granted no 
control to Cedar Valley over the litigation. 
Third, the City was not judgment-proof or financially strapped, and thus was not 
susceptible to the sort of financial vulnerabilities that concern other courts. And again, 
being financially vulnerable, as in bankruptcy, is not a bar to a malpractice claim being 
transferred to a third party willing to pay value for it. Tanasse, 1999 UT 49 at ,r,r 10-11. 
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Finally, it is undisputed the City was inclined to bring these claims to seek 
compensation for the multimillion dollar exposure to which PKH" s negligence subjected 
it. Neither the Settlement Agreement nor the Contingent Fee Agreement did any violence 
to the attorney-client relationship between the City and PKH, which relationship 
continues today. 
3. The City and Cedar Valley did not collude. 
The district court next identified the public policy concern of protecting against 
collusion. (R. 2639 (citing Gurski, 885 A.2d 163; Kommavongsa, 67 P.3d 1068).) In 
Gurski and Kommavongsa, the courts held that permitting assignments creates an 
opportunity for a party to stipulate to damages in exchange for an agreement from the 
other party not to execute on the judgment and instead to take an assignment of a legal 
malpractice claim. 885 A.2d at 174; 67 P.3d at 1078. Those courts rightly observed that 
when a party stipulates to damages, or to a judgment, but faces no risk of collection, the 
damages are not real. It is merely a number that the parties generated through collusion. 
Of course nothing like that happened here. 
The City did not stipulate to judgment. Cedar Valley did not agree to forebear 
collection on a judgment in exchange for an assignment of a legal malpractice claim. 
Rather, to avoid claims exceeding $8.8 million, the City agreed to pay Cedar Valley over 
$4.5 million in cash money, to the prejudice of its citizens. (R. 3384 at Resp. to ,I 5.) 
This was not a hollow judgment. It was a real and very substantial loss occasioned by 
PKH' s negligence and misrepresentations to its client. There was no collusion. 
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4. Any shift of positions in this case is present in any 
malpractice case. 
The district court next considered the ··role reversal'~ that inevitably occurs in legal 
malpractice claims. (R. 2639 ( citing Picadilly, 582 N.E.2d 338).) In Picadilly .. the court 
described the nature of a legal malpractice claim, which requires a pai4:y to show "Ll1at (i) 
they employed the attorney, (ii) the attorney failed to exercise ordinary skill and 
knowledge, (iii) proximate cause, and (iv) loss to the party/plaintiff. 582 N.E.2d at 344. ~ 
''To prove causation and the extent of the harm, the client must show that the outcome of 
the underlying litigation would have been more favorable but for the attorneys' 
negligence. This proof typically requires a 'trial within a trial.'" Id. The Picadilly court 
then explained that "[b ]ecause of the unique nature of the trial within a trial ... the jurors 
hearing the evidence ... would rightly leave the courtroom with less regard for the law ~ 
and the legal profession than they had when they entered." Id. at 345. That rationale is, 
however, an indictment of every legal malpractice case, of any kind. And, to the extent a 
legal malpractice claim purchased out of a bankruptcy or from a judgment debtor through 
execution involves a shift in legal position, Utah public policy is not concerned with it. 
Tanasse, 1999 UT 49 at ,r,r 10-11. 
Neither the district court nor the court in Picadilly explain or analyze why the 
assignment of a legal malpractice claim would increase a juror's disregard for the law or 
iawyers any more than a non-assigned legal malpractice case. And in fact, the Picadilly 
court explained that "[ s ]hifts in position are inevitable as long as clients are allowed to 
bring malpractice claims, and attorneys are permitted to fight them." 582 N.E.2d at 345, 
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n.10. Here, there is nothing untoward about the Citf s believing PKH's advice for years 
and then suddenly realizing that advice was negligent and wrong when put under the 
scrutiny of the Underlying Lawsuit. 
Thus, this public policy concern exists in any legal malpractice case. It does 
nothing to determine whether a claim is assignable, nor whether here an actual 
assignment, partial or otherwise, occurred. 
5. The City and Cedar Valley did not attempt to bypass public 
policy concerns. 
Finally, the district court analyzed the ~-meaningless distinction" between an 
assignment of a cause of action and an assignment of recovery from such an action in 
order to circumvent the public policy concerns. (R. 2639-40 (citing Town & Country 
Bank of Springfield, 121 Ill. App. 3d 216; Gurski, 885 A.2d 163).) Here, as the district 
court correctly recognized "[t]he Settlement Agreement and Contingency Fee Agreement 
do not expressly assign the malpractice claim to [Cedar Valley]." (R. 2635.) Yet without 
any further factual basis the district court held that the agreement between the City and 
Cedar Valley to share in the proceeds of any recovery from the legal malpractice action 
was an attempt to bypass the other public policy concerns. That was error as a matter of 
law. The City settled the Underlying Lawsuit with Cedar Valley. In doing so, the City did 
not assign or give up control of its legal malpractice claim. The City obtained the benefit 
of having its litigation costs paid, and it obtained the benefit of legal counsel whose 
familiarity with the facts of the case made it the natural choice. In exchange, the City 
agreed to share proceeds from a recovery, which is standard in any contingency fee 
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agreement The district court~s ruling effectively calls into question the validity of every 
contingency fee agreement. 
The district court erred in going beyond the agreement, ignoring undisputed facts, 
and finding a partial, implied assignment here. Thus this Court should reverse the district ~ 
court and remand for trial. 
II. THE DISTRICT COURT ERRED IN PLACING CONDITIONS ON 
THE CITY'S CHOICE OF COUNSEL. 
If this Court concludes that the district court erred in concluding that the City did 
not assign its legal malpractice claim against PKH to Cedar Valley, then Snell & Wilmer 
is certainly permitted to represent the City in this case. If, however, the Court elects to 
reach this issue, the Court should nevertheless reverse the district court and allow the 
City to use the counsel it chose to represent it in this lawsuit. 
A. The District Court Ignored the City's Right to the Counsel of Its 
Choice. 
It is well-settled that a trial court ''must recognize a presumption in favor of [the 
party's] counsel of choice." Wheat v. United States, 486 U.S. 153, 164 (1988). This 
"presumption may be overcome not only by a demonstration of actual conflict but by a 
showing of a serious potential for conflict." Id. Here, the district court neither 
acknowledged the presumption in favor of the City's right to the counsel of its choice nor 
found an actual or potential conflict. Thus, even assuming Cedar Valley had control of 
the litigation (it did not) and the City's malpractice claim was assigned to Cedar Valley 
(it was not), the district court's decision to essentially disqualify any firm that merely has 
a vague "association" with Cedar Valley was error. 
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B. Placing Conditions on the City's Counsel Was Unsupported. 
In the final sentences of its Ruling, and with no analysis, the district court held that 
the City .;.;is permitted to pursue its claim against PKH ... [if it] is not represented by 
attorneys associated with [Cedar Valley]." (R. 2641.) Importantly, the district court did 
not say that Snell & Wilmer, by name, was barred from representing the City. By 
implication, if for example the association between Snell & Wilmer and Cedar Valley 
were terminated, Snell & Wilmer would still be entitled to represent the City in pursuing 
the claims to trial. Unfortunately, the district court provided neither reasoning nor 
analysis for its decision on attorneys. Thus it is difficult, if not impossible, for the City or 
this Court to know the grounds for this decision. Regardless, the district court's sua 
sponte holding depriving the City of the counsel of its choice violates the City's rights for 
at least two reasons. 
C. PKH Did Not Move to Disqualify Counsel. 
The district court erred because this question was never properly before it. In fact, 
in spite of the fact that PKH was aware of Snell & Wilmer's representation months 
before this case was filed, and in spite of going through expensive discovery and 
negotiations for months with Snell & Wilmer, PKH never filed a motion to disqualify 
Snell & Wilmer. No one suggested, and no one briefed, the existence of an alleged 
conflict or other reason why Snell & Wilmer could not adequately or ethically represent 
the City. Instead, the very last sentence of PKH's argument in support of its Motion for 
Summary Judgment stated, without explanation or citation to controlling or persuasive 
authority, that "[i]f this court dismisses the case without prejudice and [the City] chooses 
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to re-file, [the City] cannot be controlled in any way in that litigation by [Cedar Valley] 
and cannot be represented by [Snell & Wilmer].,~ (R. 3107.) The district court erred 
when it embraced this back door and naked effort to prejudice the Citi s ability to 
prosecute its claims. 
D. The Sole Authority for Disqualifying Counsel Has No 
Resemblance to this Case. 
Even if the matter were properly before the district court, the district court erred in 4v 
concluding that a firm ,;,;associated" with Cedar Valley could not represent the City. PKH 
cited to only a single case, without any analysis, in support of its argument that Snell & 
Wilmer could not represent the City. (R. 3106-07 (citing Edens Tech., LLC v. Kile 
Goekjian Reed & McManus, PLLC, 675 F. Supp. 2d 75 (D.D.C. 2009).) Edens is easily 
distinguishable and does not support the district court's ruling here. 
In Edens, a technology company sued its former attorneys for legal malpractice 
stemming from the former attorneys' representatiqn of the company against a competitor 
in a patent infringement case. 675 F. Supp. 2d at 76. The defendant attorneys moved to 
dismiss, alleging in part that the company had improperly assigned the legal malpractice 
claim to its competitor. Id. The malpractice lawsuit arose from a settlement agreement 
entered into between the company and its competitor in the underlying lawsuit. Id. 
Pursuant to the settlement agreement, the company consented to judgment in the 
underiying iawsuit and the competitor agreed not to collect on the consent judgment in 
exchange for "a partial assignment of the proceeds" from the company's legal 
malpractice action against its former attorneys, which the competitor agreed would be 
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considered satisfaction in full of the amount of the consent judgment. Id. at 77. The 
settlement agreement allowed the company to keep any amounts it recovered in excess of 
the consent judgment. Id. 
Most importantly, the settlement agreement in Edens wrested from the plaintiff its 
choice of counsel, and made that choice subject to the whims of the assignee of the claim. 
"The malpractice action against [the former attorneys], although filed with [the company] 
named as the plaintiff, is to be prosecuted by counsel selected by [the competitor J, and 
[the company] must cooperate in the suit." Id. (emphasis added.) Finally, the settlement 
agreement provided that ''all decisions relating to this malpractice action are 'controlled' 
by [the competitor}, with [the competitor] paying all litigation costs and attorneys' fees." 
Id. (emphasis added.) Accordingly, pursuant to the terms-of the settlement agreement, 
the competitor selected the· attorneys who would represent the company in the 
malpractice claim. Id. at 78. The court held that the company improperly assigned its 
malpractice claim because it essentially gave up all control of the claim in the settlement 
agreement. Id. at 86. The court then dismissed the complaint without prejudice allowing 
the company to refile its complaint if ( 1) the competitor had no control over the 
malpractice claim and (2) the company was not "represented by attorneys associated with 
[the competitor]." Id. 
E. The City's Case Contrasts to Edens. 
The district court apparently embraced the policy reasons and rationale of the 
Edens decision, but without any facts resembling those in that case. Here, as opposed to 
Edens, the Settlement Agreement required the City to pay a total settlement amount of 
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$4,560,000 to Cedar Valley, regardless of the outcome of this malpractice action. (R. 
3051-52.) Additionally, the City (not Cedar Valley) chose Snell & Wilmer to represent 
the City. (R. 3365, 3831 at ,r 15, 3956-57 at ,r 13.) The undisputed facts showed that the 
City carefully selected Snell & Wilmer as counsel because .;.;it was already well 
acquainted with the complicated factual history of the events giving rise to the claims, 
and the documents related thereto .... As such, [the City] believed Snell & Wilmer could 
litigate the case effectively and efficiently." (R. 3956-57 at ifl3.) The facts also showed 
that-consistent with the terms of the Contingent Fee Agreement and the Settlement 
Agreement-the City controlled the litigation, interacted directly with Snell & Wilmer ~ 
throughout the course of the legal malpractice case, and never communicated with 
anyone from Cedar Valley concerning the prosecution of the City's claims or strategy. 
(R. 3832 at ,r,r 20-21, 3951 at ,r 4, 3957 at ,r 17 .) 
Without any analysis or even allowing proper briefing, the district court ordered 
that the City could pursue its claim if it could demonstrate that its counsel was not 
associated with Cedar Valley in any way. This robbed the City of its choice of counsel, 
and effectively disqualified Snell & Wilmer from representing its client merely by 
"association" with another firm client. The law does not support this violation of an 
essential right to counsel of one's choosing. 
F. PKH Seeks a Strategic, Not an Ethical, Advantage. 
Finally, PKH' s self-serving motive in trying to deprive the City of Snell & 
Wilmer's help is apparent. Since 2009, when Snell & Wilmer first began examining the ~ 
City's conduct under the Capacity Purchase Agreement in light of the advice it was 
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receiving from PKH, it has developed a familiarity with the facts and issues in this case 
that could not be duplicated without a very significant financial and time commitment. 
No evidence is necessary to show the City will be greatly prejudiced and harmed if it is 
not permitted to proceed with Snell & Wilmer as its counsel. This case has been pending 
since 2013. The parties have conducted extensive and very expensive discovery. If the 
City is forced to select new attorneys, these new attorneys would not only need to get up 
to speed on the issues surrounding this case, but on a decade plus of history in the 
Underlying Lawsuit as well. Under these circumstances, it is unjust and unfairly 
prejudicial to force the City to retain new counsel. 
Because the trial court, without explanation or analysis, abused what little 
discretion it had to tell the City it may no longer have the six years of history and 
experience Snell & Wilmer has in this case, this Court should reverse the district court's 
holding and permit the City to move forward with its legal malpractice claims against 
PKH with Snell & Wilmer as counsel, whether or not Snell & Wilmer is "associated" 
with Cedar Valley. And finally, if that association causes any concern, this Court should 
clarify that Snell & Wilmer may continue to represent the City if its former association 
with Cedar Valley is concluded. 
CONCLUSION 
For all of the reasons set forth herein, the City respectfully requests that the Court 
reverse the district court's grant of summary judgment and remand to the district court for 
proceeding with expert discovery and a trial on the merits. The City further requests that 
the Court reverse the district court's decision depriving the City of its choice of counsel, 
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including clarification that if Snell & \Vilmer no longer represents Cedar Valley, it is not 
-~associated'' with Cedar Valley for purposes of the district court's Ruling. 
DATED this 18th day of May, 2016. 
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SE'lTLEMENT AGREEMENT 
Cedar VnUcy 'Water Compm1y, LLC, a Florida .lirnitecl liabiiity ·conipriny, C'CV"), 
and Eagle Moui1tnin City, a municipality and pol.itical ·subdivision of the State of Utah 
('•City")t hereby.enter into lb.is Settlement Agreement (the •·Agreement~') as of the 5th day of 
Fehrnary1 2013 (''Effective Datc1't for 1.he puq:>0se of S(!tlli1tg and rcso.lving certain claims., 
~o:ntrove-r~ics an~I disputes bet .... vecn them on the terms and condilions and for the 
consideration ~tet. forth below. 
l. .I.ntent·of the ·Parties. Tl.um.~ iB a dis pule between. the parties to this Agreement 
arising from .the :performance, ad.ministration and paynle.nt under a contntcl between them 
dal\!d February L.5, 2000.-that is commonly referred to as the "2000 Water Caphdty 
Agtc·eme.nt-.'t The dispute ·res.ulted in the filing of thn.t certain legal action now pending in the-
Fou-r-th . Judicial :District C(iurt for Utah Count.y, State of Ul~th) captioned. Cedar Valley \\.,_ater 
Co:.'v.. Eagle MQj.111tain Citv.;!I Cast: No. 090402122 (r-he "Litigation''). Wilhout waiving or 
c..-on.ceding lhefr respective pnsitions in th.c Litigaliont il is the fotet1t and purpose oft.he 
p,frtks: to. this Agrc_e-ment to fully and completely settle~ compromise and resolve all daims 
a:nd.i::ontrovers1es lletween theni:-arish\g out ·of o.r in any way. rc.ferring or relating: to the 
Lir.igation and the ·2000 Water Capacity Agrecmcni up to the date o:f th.is Agreerhent. Upon 
execution of this Agreement,, the nb.ligat.ions CJf the City under tht! 2000 Waler Ctlpacity 
Agrcemcnl :;hall he deemed fulfilled. 
2. D1~missal of Li.tigatio}k The parties hereby ag-ree that subsequent t.o I.he 
approval of thi~ Agreement by the City Council of Eagle Mountain City pursmin:t' to a 
me~ting duly noticed~ a Stipulation. Jvf:otion nnd Order of Di~missal sha.II°he·excc-utcd by the 
r.e~pcctive counsel for CV and the Cicy aud filed in the Four.lh .Judici-al District Court 
dhmiissing the Lit.ign.tfon wil.b p.rejtidice and upon the merits; wiih all pa.r-ties tQ bc~r their 
-OWlJ costs and uUorncy~s -fees. · 
3.. ~ymcnt b.y Cit-~. As con:Sidernt.ion for dismissal of the Litigation uml as part 
6f t:his. f\grceJirnntt City" shaII pay jointly to CV and its co1t.nsel, .Sn:e-11 & Wilnier in current 
· U.S.~ funds; tbe· sti1h_ of 1\vo MHlion ·eight H'u_ndred Tl1ousand Do Ila.rs ($21800~000.00.), 
wH~out a~cr~tinf t.t;~;.~t:- pa~yment _to ~,e m_adc on th. ·e_ follow_. ing. sc.hedule: a) Two-Million 
Dollars··'Ytth1t1~}~us.mcs~ cfays of the upproval of th.is· Agreement b.y the Engle 
Mountijin Ch.y ·Cou·nci.l; b} l~ive- Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000.00) 011 or before. 
MatGJi 1, .2014; aud c) the balance of Three Hundred Thousand d:oll.ars ($300,000.00) on or 
before Februury s: 201..5. 
4. bf~Jj_tio.na.l C<nJJti.ch.!rntion. In addilion to the monetary payments described 
above:~ beginning on the second annivxrsary of the Effective. Date, the City shall. pay ro CV 
the sum of One Mrninn Seven l·Jut1thtrl:~1'knisand Dollars ($1,760,000.00) ("$l.76M 
av1 I 
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Prindpar}. wi.thoui accruing. iuleresl. as tnllnw~: 
,l. The su:m nf Seven Hundn:d Twenty Dollars ($720.00) m1.tltiplicd by the 
nun1ber of residentiM- building permits issued anywhere in the City after Fcbrm1ry 5, 2015 1.mtil the 
$J .76M Ptjndpal fa paid in.foll. The City shall make these payrnc11L~ to CV on a quarterly basis, 
beginnfog on April l, 2015, and sh~¼r! simultaneously pr9vid~ CV an accounting of bu.tiding 
_permits: iss11~d d·uril1g the quar.l:cr just endt:~. . 
b. At.any time priorto lhe City's $1. 76M Principal obligation 11eing.saHsfiecl; 
CV shall h~1ve· the rJghi in the following limjted circunistanees to util ize-,t credit-to be applied by 
the Ci!y ngainstp~wments.owingtownrds the ;$1.76.M Vdncipa1. Upo.n receiving a writing from 
CV requesting .a=cred~t ngainst Building Department Plan Review Fees. and aJI Submiual, 
Application, Processing, .Review and Rcc(n-cli.ng Fees· as .identified in fhe City ConsoHdatcd Fee 
Schedule being City Resolution No. R-18-2012, which fees and monies the City would otherwise 
have tile right to co.lle<.~t from third parties seeking approvals fmrn the City, tl1e Chy shall credit 
ugainst 1J1e $1. 76M .Principal the amount of .my such .foes and monies. These crediL<i) if any, sht1U 
haven(, ef:foc,1 on t.l1e C.."ity!s obligations to make. quarte.rly payments to CV beginning two (2) years 
after the Effective Date) othertb,m to reduce the total number of such payments by reason of 
reductionS. h1 the'total $1.76M Principal. The City shall provide to CV written accountings of these 
er.edits on a q_unttcrly--basis, even if tl1c.re arc no such credits to report. By wa,y of example only, if 
CV.re·q~e~ted hi i:ritiug a: cre.dJt in May,. 2013 of $500 t-owards. a City plan check fee that the. City 
\\'Ould other.vise -~11arge in co.nnectimt with a new buiJdiJ1g permi4 such credit would huve .no 
impnct·onJhe Citis;obliga(ion to make tllc:first paymonL~ tow·ard.s the $1.76M'Principal after the; 
Effoeliw -Dntc~,11.or on the i\1tiouril of ~uch jnitial payments? hut rather the $1.. 76M Prindp:al mnou.~1t 
w.o.uJ.(l.b.e redµ<.."f;,q by tht!.:$-5.0Ct(JO crcdit·:al<)·ng With the numbert>f. such payments made to CV by 
the City~ Thi$ cr~dft niyclianisrn ca11(10t be .used to: avo'icl payn1ent of impact tees. 
<;. : Th~.partie~ acknowletlb-re .that the City's'payments ·he.reunde1· are for 
conipletfon·of the:payments owed by City to·CV for the asse.ts acquired by City from CV as set 
forth and described- in t:he· 2000 Water Capaci~y Agreement. including wiihout limitation~ well~ 
writer capacity, we-ll casing, wen pumps~ pipeHnes~ water taa.ks, real property, easements, right'> of 
way~ ,md related infr~1structure and improvemem:-;. 
5. Niuttml Gencn~.l Release of All Claims. As _part of this Agreemenl,·CV and the 
City1 for and on be~aU of'tbemsdvcs and their respective empl.oyces.T agents, representatives. 
ind~mnitors, instfrers, successors, and assigns·, here-by release and forever discharge one. aliother1 
together"with their employees~ agents, representatives, inden11)it9rs, insurers~ successors, and 
ttssfgns, -from any' ~rrid .all chtims. dcmtmds, liabHit:ies~ damage~t causes of action, costs and' 
expe-ns.~s, ipcludi,~g attorney's foes,. arising.out ot or i.n any way related 10 the LHig-ation and the 
sabjcct nm~ter t)f this Agreen1c11t_. Expressly exch1ded from this Release are ,my and aU claims lhe 
City mav have againsl' its own .attorncvs. .. us set forth in the CnntinrYent Fee Am·ebment identified in 
pa(.;gra~h 7 here~~[ The torcg(,ing-reicm-:t spccificaily txcludc~ r~Iease fromthc tc.r:ms and 
oblfgation~ oflhis• Agn}ement. 
6. e-J!.Qmev•s Fcc·s. In 1.he cveGt of nny tcgal .. tclfrm bc.lween the pa.rtfos hereto 
. ..., 
-,1,,..-
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arising oul of or- related t_o Lhi:: enl"on.;enn:m ot the it;nns of lhis .AgrecmcnL, the prc~·"iUng 
pany sl1an be entitled to recover iLs reaSl)nnhlc i:.;osts and anomey•s tees, iuclnding 
~icc.ouming expe11ses. 
7. ttHegrntion. Except as expressly stated herein, this Agl'cemcnl and a 
c;ompnuion C~niingent Fee Agreement, contain the enlirc agrecme11L and understanding of the 
parl'ies with tes1ject to the subject m::it:te.r Iwrnot and ,integrate~- all pr,ior conversations, 
.dis~us~io.ns or.~i:ndertakfogs ·of whatever kind or na.ture and may o.uly be. modified by a 
st1bsequ·e-ttt wrftf1ig duly executed: by the parties he(eto. 
8. Counterparts. This document may be executed in o.nc o:r more .counte:rpart~, 
which iogether- s'.hall constitute one and the same docurnent.-
9. Amendment This Agreement may not be modified.except by nn instrument io 
writing signed by the partic~ lrnreto. 
l 0. A~H.Hlional AcJ~. The parties shall do ~uch furl.her acts ;:ind tt1.ings and shall 
execute and deliver such .additional docum.e.uls and instruments ns may he reitsonab.ly 
11~cess~iry-or reasonably reque.stcd by a party or its counsel to obtain approvnls or olher 
ben~"fits described.•in. this Agreement. 
1.2:. Authorization. Each .individual executing this Agteement does thereby 
rc_pt~&enra-nd. w~frr~_n.t to the other signer$ that the fn:divi.dwtl has been duly a-utho.rized to 
exe~ut~ _and de.Hver ·this Agreement fn ·the capacity and for the party -st>ecified . 
. n. .Muruttl P.artj_gp-atfon in Docuin-c.iu Prenarndon. Each part:y has- pnrticipn.ted 
mate-tially Ju the neg~.tiadon and prepa.ration of this. Agreemci1t and any .r.eJnted.items; irt the 
event n dispute concerning. ihc. interpretation of any provision _of this Agreerne·rH or any related 
item, the. rule of constrnc1io11 to the effect that ccrtai.u ambiguities a.re to be construed against 
the party drafting a document will not. npiily. 
"JA. .~ Third-Party J3cncficiary Interests. Except as expressly provided herein~ 
n.othiug containe.~ in this Agr.ccmcn! is intended to benefit any person or entity other thau _the 
partjes.· to thi!i .Agreement; '1nd. n.o representalion or warranty is intended for the benefit of~ or 
to be. rel.iecl upon· by~ a:ny Jlersou. or e.ntity which is not n party to this Agreen1eiH. 
15 No Waiver. One or more waivers 6f the ·breach of any covenant., term or 
con<litrQn hereofby either party shall not be construed as .a waiver of a ::;ubsequent breach of 
the same t,r of arty other covenant, term c.)r condition. 
16. Ilisdinrr Effect. This Agrccm~~nt shall inure. lo the benefit i)f, aml be binding 
upon, th!qmrdes·:bereto mid their rer<pective heirs, representatives! officers, 1tgcnts~ 
employees, members, .successors nnd assigns. 
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WHEREFORE, the partic::; have e::rnct1ted ihe forcgoi.ng to be e.ffoctive a~ of the 
Effective. Date. 
STATE OF UTAH 
COUNTY OF lJTAH 
) 
: ss. 
) 
·~cv·· 
Cedar Valfoy ·wnicr Company, LLC 
·1 
! 
---en, Man.a~ing .Member 
·on th:i~ 5 day o'( ·. 2013. before me personaUy appeared 
John Walden, known to me to ,e the pers· 1 who executed th.e Settlement Agrcem~nt herein 
in behalf of CV imd ackm~wlcclged to me that. he execu'ted the sa.me- .for the purposes therein 
stated. 
Notary Publi · · 
EAGLE MOUNTAIN CITY 
By ____________ ~ 
Heather .J:ickson, Hs Mayor 
Alfcst: 
E.ig.le Mountain City Rec(Jider .. F.innoula Kofoed 
25~10~ 
q+J 
·. ;. ~· .· 
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CONTINGEN't li'f':,E AG1Hi;ItMENT 
THJS AGREEMENT C'Agreement11) is entered into effective us of February 5, 2013 
nmong Engle Mountain CHy CCit:,"); Cedar Vnlley Water Company, LLC (11Ccdar ValJey") 
and Snell & Wilme:w 1..L.P. (''Attomcyu). City nnd Cedar Vnlley are sometimes referred to herein 
collectively :is "Client~.,. 
A. In the course of dcfcncliug against claims brought ngninst the City by Cedur 
Valley for, 11mong other things breoch of cu11lract, City hall been advised antl today understands 
thnt it may have cli\ims for legal malpractkc againi:;t Lhe law firm of Parsons Kinghorn Harris, n 
Utah professional corpornlion (0 l>KH"), 11ri.sing .from PKH's advice to. City regarding nn 
agreement entitled "2000 Town Walden Well #1 Capucity Purchase Agreement" (the u2000 
Agrc.cmeut"), entered into bctwenn Cedar Vnlky and City on or about the 15111 day ot'Fobrullry, 
2000. Ivhmy of the facis aud legal theories came to the City's attc11tion through 111n11y months o.f 
efforts by Attorney lo demonslrnte that the City's nets and om.issions ~m the advice of PKH were 
in fact b!'eaches of U1e 2000 Agreement, exposing Ci_ty to Ccdr1r Valley's claims for damages, 
interest, and attorneys' fees in excess of $8 million. These facts and legal theories are also the 
product of Cedar Valley's expending monies Olli of pocket for costs towards the litig,ltion. 
B. To rcsolvt~ the above litigation, Cit)' and Cedar Valll~Y h,ive entered into that 
c~rt:uu Settlement Agreement. dated effective Februuy 5, 2013, resolving alJ claims between 
them arising from tht'- 2000 Agrec~ment in the ucti011, Cedur Valley Water Comp,my> LLC v. 
Eagle 1\tlmmta.in City, Civ. No. 09042122, fourth JudicinJ District Court ("Settlement 
Agreement''). 
C. As part of the Settlement Agrecnwnt, City hns agreed to make dcmnnt:I nnd if 
needed Cil~ aml p.rn~;ecuti: tl 1.:Nnplainl u.~dnsl PKH in the Third Judicial District Cmtrt, S11Jt Lake 
County, State of Ubh, aU:!ging 111}gJigcncc ilnd rclat~d malprnctice claims (''Lin,-·suit"), ~olcly on 
(he terms and C\"'lr:rlition~ of lhis Agrct:me:d. 
D. Cfry ond Ceda1 Vnl1cy dtisirc !o rc::tuh) Altorl)cy tc 'bfr:i.g lh:; Litwsuit ugl\in:;t P.Kl:11 
in p,,rl, hcc.aur-~: A.tt.ornl.'}y ha:\ extensive c:xpi!ti~nc:t: with :,ncl l<L~c)\vleclse of: Lhe fncts .ind has 
developed cvicknce tmpporting ,he City's daim~ agnin~.t PKH in the Luwsnit. 
E. In the Sclllemenl Agret:nwm, City and Cednr Vt\Jlr":y ~gref:d that after payment of 
costs, eildt \VOi.ikl receive o•e-thirct. ancl Anumcy wm1Icl rc~ive c.S its fee for legal service.CJ one-
third, of tl1e rccovt-:ry, i-f a11y, from .PKH in ihe l.awi;uit. To that end, the parlie.R arc entering into 
this f,green11:nt. 
F. Clicurs and Attorney now desire to l~ntcr into this Agrnement in nccrmtnnce with 
the terms sci forth herein. 
NO\-V THERE!:{)RE. rr .rs AGREEfj hCIW<!Cli Clic.n(s ancl Allorncy as follo~s: 
cor T!DENTIAL 
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. CONFIDENTIAL I 
1. Fee Payment. Except ns pro\'ided hy Section 2 below, if the :U1wsuit is resolved 
by woy or an agreed settlement, in cousickrnt:c,n of the services to be rendered 'by Attorney in 
connection with the Lnwsuit, Clients euch ngrc~ that Allomey is entitled io one-third (1i3) of the 
sums recovered from PI<H (including ils irnHm•rs}, ufter oul of pocket costs nre firs! deducted 
from such recovery. In the event that the Luw:=iuil 1s tried nud the court t1wurds domagcs, nnd if 
City obt.iins an nwurd of attorney foes nnd 0)sts (defined below) from the court (''Award''), the 
Award Shi\11 not be added lo the damages portion of the judgment for purposes of calculating the 
one-third contingency fee owed to Attomey. Cedar Valley and City shnll receive from the 
Award all sums alJocatcd to Costs as reimbursement for their respective obligation~ and 
payments towards Cosls. 
· 2. Avpe:tl. In the event of an appeal in connection with the Lawsuit, Attorney shull 
have the option to (i) represent City in appeal or (ii) withdraw from representation of City, us 
follows: 
a. 1f Attorney represents City and City prevails on appeal or post-trial 
motio11, or if the cnse settles or i~ in. any way otherwise resolved during the pe11dency {lf tl1e 
nppcaJ, Clic111s :-;hnll pay Allorney forty percent (40%) of the total sum recovered, if any, by 
re~son thereof, leaving their re.11,pective recove1·y to be 30% each. 
b. Attorney may withdraw, and if Attorney does not repre.'lenl City anti City 
prevails on appeal or posHrial modo11, or if the case seUles or is in any way otherwise resolved 
during 1·he pcudency of the appenl1 Clfonts ~hall pay Attorney one-third (1/3) of lhc totul sum 
recovered, if any, by J'eason thereof. 
3. ~osts. As used herein, the term rccosls" means sums expended for subpoenns> 
photos, photocopies, scanning, focsbniles, telephone tolls, exhibits 11sed nt hoarings, depositions, 
court repol'ter cosl-s, reporLc;, wilnes::: statement.,:;, expot"t witne.c;scs, nnd all other out-of-pocket 
expenses directly incurred in investigating or Htignting the Lnwsuit. Costs sh11JI nl~o include the 
ou1 of po,:ket cxpenst~s that Cedar Valley and City incurred in connection with the prosecution of 
t.he claims on the 2000 Agreement, which amounts the pnrties agree shall be reimbursed from the 
first proceeds of nny recovery on the l.awsuiL 
a. Cedar Valley and City hereby agree that in addition to the pnyment of fees 
to Attorney required under Section 1 und Section 2 above, and regardless of whether any 
amounts are recovered on City's belrnlf or the outcome of any lawsuit, ull Costs iucurred in 
connection wilh the L,wsuit shall be paid by Cedar Valley, but an amount of such Costs shalt be 
first rnp,1id rrom nny recovery received. To thilt end, Ced,u Vnllcy shall pay Co~rs in advance 
when requested by Allorncy or required by any experts, consultnnts or vendors. 
b. SHOULD crrv,s CASE NOT RESULT IN A RECOVERY, EITHER 
BY SETTLEMENT, TR1Al .• , APPEAL, ARBITRATION OR OTHERWISE, CLIENTS SHALL 
OWE ATTORNEY ABSOLUTELY NOTHING FOR ITS TlME AND LEGAL SERVICES; 
HOWEVER, CEDAR VALLH\'ACRNOWLEDGES THAT IT rs REQUIRED TO 
I.rnnvtBU.RSE 1\'TTORNEY'S OUT-OF-POCKET COSTS INCURRED lN CONNEC'TlON 
WlTH THE LA WSUlT, REGARDLESS OF THE OUTCOME OF THE LAWSUIT. 
2 
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l CONFIDENTIAL 
4. Termination. Altorncy may terminate/cancel this Agreement if the Client:; are in 
breuch of their obligations under this Agrtemcnt. or Attorney's investigation discloses that 
certain claims do nt1t appear to have merit or ~ire not economically practical to pursue, or if the 
Attorney is otherwise required to do so, in t1ccon!nuce with the rules of pmfcssionnl conducl 
governing attorneys. The relatiouship established by this Agreement is subject to Lcrrninntion ns 
fol!ows: 
a. Attorney re1m1ves the right tc withdraw from this mnlter i.f the Clients fnil 
to honor this Agreement or for any just reason as permitted or required under the Utah Ruic,,; of 
Professional Conduct m as permitted by tbe Rules of the Courts of the State of Utah. 
Notification of withdrawal s.hn.ll be maclc in writing lo Lhe Clientc;. In the cvenr of such 
wilhdrnwnl. 1hc ClienLc; ngree to promptly pay lhc At.tomey for all Costs and obligations incurred 
pursuant to this Agreement prior to the elate of such withdrawal. Such wHhcfrawal shall have no 
cffocl upon Clients' payment obligations under subsections 1 nnd 2 ubove. 
b, Clients reserve tbe right to terminate the representation with or without 
cause. and shall notify the Attomcy in w1·iting of any such termination; provided, Jrnwever. thnt 
in the cvcnl Clients terminate the repre:,enrntion for any reasou, Clients must pay Attorney the 
11ppl1c11ble contingency fee amount spcci'ficc.l in Sunt:ion 1 a.nd Sectinn 2 above on sums, i:f any,. 
recovered by Clienls at any future time (whether through a judicial proceeding. scltlement, or 
otherwise) in connection with the Lawsuit lu the event of nny suc.h termination, Clients ngree to 
prnmptJy pay the Attorney for nll services rendered by lhe Attorney per this Agreement and for 
ull Costs incul"recl pursuant to the term!; of 1hi:-. Agreement prior to receipt of notice of the 
termination by the Attorney. 
c. Upon tenuination o( this r~prescntation by either party, Attorney agrees lo 
coopcrntc with any successor counsel to nccornmodstc a smt)oth tran~ition of the reprcscnlalion, 
and upon request of Clients to turn over to City al] p~tpcrs relating to the Litigation. 
5. Jointll~J1rescntution. Inasmuch as n lawyer is prohibited by Rule 1.7 of the Rules 
of Profess{om\J Respom:;ibility from representing multiple parl'ies i11 matters involving the same 
subject nmltcr without full disclosure to and wrilten wniver by the parties. it will be necessary for 
ench of lhe CJicnts to consent to Attorney's joint representation of uU Clients collectively. 
(,. At the preseut time, in Hghl of the Settlement Agreement and 
notwilluminding the City's ongoing obliguth)ns of payment to Cednr Valley under the terms of 
the Selllcn,ent Agrc~ment, Clic.nts' respective interests ilppear to be aligned, and the parties 
agree tlmt there arc no focts that would Sl\pport advurse claims between or mnong the Clients. 
Clients ngree and ncl<nowledge tbc1.l facts can come to light, nnd cfrcumslances can change, such 
that the Clients' respective interests m;,y co1ne into contlict. Each of lbe Clients nclcnowledgc.s 
that Atlorney c.ould not repres.~nt either ofl the Clientn against the other. In the event thnt nny 
facts or circumstances were to arise ct'c::lting n cont1ict between or among any of Lhe Clicn{s, 
Attorney may be required to withdraw .from rcprcsentins all of the Clients, and Attorney's 
withdrawal may require that each of the Qient.li lrire other cotmscl. Cl1ems ucknuwledgt! they 
m1ty incur atlorney foe.:~ mid cosLc;; .in 1::onnection with educating their new attorney on the matter. 
b. Joint represcntnlion also has consequences for the applicubility of the 
3 
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CONFID£NTIAL 
atrorney-clienl privilege. Spccificully, communit.::aiion:; between the jointly represented Clients 
and Allorney are privileged us lo third purii•"?-S bl1f nrc not privileged us to the Clients which nre 
being jolnUy represented, Accordingly, Ai.lomey is free to shure with bolh Clients 
communicalions and information which 1\ttorney hns or obtains from any of the CJlcnts 
rc~pccting the instnnt case. ln the evcm that Atwrncy receives any information from one of the 
Clients with instructions Lhnl it he kept co1~fid1.mtin! from the othe!', Attorney mny be !'cquired to 
wiLhdmw from representing an of the Clients, u.:-ilc.<-is the party disclosing the information 
consents to the disclosure o:f the informmion t'.) (he ocher nftcr consultation. If Attorney is 
required to withdraw, cnch of the Clients may incur ultorney fees um! costs in connection with 
cducalfog Umii: new attomcy 011 the sHuatior,. 
6. ~onflicts of Interest. Clients acknowledge that Attorney is a large Iuw finn which 
has represented) and contim1es to represent, lllt\1\)' different corporate and indjvidual cHents with 
various business interests in numerous im.lusLries. Attorney's clients· include land dev~Iopers, 
home builders, coutractors, water right holders, utilities, contract bidders, landowners, oil, gas 
and mining companies, lenders, landlords, tenants, among m.uny others who hnve or mny in the 
future have dealings within the City, It is possible that, during the time Attorney is representillg 
ClienL5 under thi.s Agreement, Attorney m,1y be asked to represent inicrests, belonging to one of 
Attorney's present or future clients, which arc adverse to Clients' interests. 1f such a conflict 
were to arise between Clients' interests and those of unor.her present or future client of Attorney, 
Altorncy reserves the right to represent the interests of the other client with respect to thnl 
parlicu.lar matter, so long ns no substantial interests of the other client are directly adverse lo 
Client~· .substantial intere~c;ts in the matter for which Allomey is engaged. 
a. Cllents understand, consent. and .igree tlmt Attorney may continue to 
represent, or may undertake in the future to represent, existing or m:w clients in nay mnlter that is 
llOl subslnntii1lly related to the matter under th.is Agreement, eve11 if the interests of such other 
clienL.:; in those other matters are directly adverse to Clic1w;>, and even if t11ose other mutters 
ripen into or .involve litigation between such other clie11ts nud the Clients. In such a case, 
Attorney will conduct itself regarding Clicnt!-: 1 int,;rests as required by the Rules of Profcssionul 
Responsibility. · 
b. Att·ornt~y und Clients agree that Clients' prospective itgreement and 
c:om:cnt to such conflicting represcntntion shall not apply in any instance where, as n res\1lt of 
Attorney's represcutntion of Clients, Attorney has obtained sensitive, proprietary or other 
coufidcntiul informutioo of a nonpublic na111re that, if known to.such other client, could be used 
to the matelinl disndvantage of Clients' .interests in tht~ matter involved. Nor shall it apply to 
permil Altorncy to represent any client against Clients in nny litigation or similar proceeding in 
which Atlorncy represents Clients. 
c. Attorney nod Clieui'i .further ugrec tlmt nolhing stntcd herein is intended as 
a waiver or con~cnt by Clients (unless specificnHy and clearly set forth herein), or a narrowing of 
the rnqoirements of, the Rules of Professional Rcsponsib.ility regarding c011flk,is of interest. 
d. Cli.e.ntS acknowledge they undc.rst,md the porcntial consequences of such a 
prospecLive conflict uf interest waiver hy vfrluc of !heir busi11css Rophistication und experience 
with legal matters. 
4 
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c. Clients cuch cons~m lo Altorney's continued representation of Cedar 
Valley .in connection with !he enforcemeni Df, CH' ;1ny dispute al'ising from or between the City 
and Cedar Valley rel:1ting to, the SertJcmcn! Agreerm:nt. Should a dispute arise between the CHy 
and Cedar Valley relating to the Settlement Agreement, except as may be required by the Utah 
Rules of Professionnl Responsibility, Attorney v,ill represent the iuterests of Cedar Vnllcy 
ngaiost the interests of the City. City currently hns scparntc counsel us to the Settlement 
Agreement, nnd understands thnt it must conliuue retaining other counsel to represent its interests 
a~ to t!ic Scttlemc11t Agreement. · 
f. Nothing in thLli Agreement is intended to nor shall operate ns fl waiver of 
the attorney client und work prncluct privile&-es that atlnched to communications between 
Attorney nnd Cedar Vullcy pr-for to this Agreement, and informntion rehlting to the Settlement 
Agreement or Ce,for Valley Water Company. LlC 11• Eagle Mounttti11 City, Civ. No. 09042122, 
Fourth Judicial District Court. 
7. S_vltlenicnt Imnasse. In event that P.KH and/or it~ insurer(s) make an offer of 
settlement IO Clients. and they cannot mutuu.lly Ltgree on the terms of negoti!tted settlement of the 
Law:mit, then the clients ugrec to first negotiate in good faith. Failhig an agreement then, the 
parties shall mediate their dispute before a mediator selected nmoug the Lwo choices of the 
Clie.nts by a flip of n coin. 
a. In the event tl1e dispute ls not resolved by mediation, eacb of the Clients 
shall selecl un arbiu·alor and the two selected nrbitm.tors shaJI select n third arbitrator. The 
urbitrntion panel shutl rcceivo simultaneous position pnpel'S from ench of the Clients within 14 
clays of their .selection, and reply position papers within ? days following that:. 
b. At the req\1est of either of ti1c Clients. without uny prior dlscovcry by the 
Clic-nts, the pane.J shall conduct a no more than 2 hour hearing permitting cncb Client to present 
their rcasnns for accepting qr rejecting the settlement offer in nccordance with the I.11ternational 
Iustilutc for Conflict Prevention & Resolution Rules for Non-Administered Arbitr;:ilion in effect 
ns of Um di.llc of this Agreement. The decision of the three ·arbitrators rega.rding whether to 
:ice.cpl or reject the pending offer shull be bhiding on the Clicnt.q. 
c. Tbc arbitmtion shall be governed by the Ut.nh Uniform Arbitration Act, 
Utah Code Ann. § 78-11-101 e1 seq., and the dt:cision rendered by the arbitnitors mny be 
enforced, if neces.<;ary, by t¢:-"iOrt to Fourth Judiciul District Court of Utah County, Utah. The 
place of arbitrntion shaf.l h~~ Pmvo, Utnh. 
d. Ench of the Clients shall pr1y oneMhnlf of the costs nnd fees re.lnted to the 
medi:-lted :md/or aii,itratcd settlement. Attorney is not obligated to pay nny cosl'i of resolving 
such a deadlock. A.11y nmou·nt recovered by way of a Reltlement accepted hereunder shall be 
subject to the tr.rm.-. and conditi{)ns o.f lliis Agreement. 
e. ,\ttomey shitll nor mp.resent either of the ClienL'i 01· otherwise pt\rlicipate 
in the urbitration. If they want to be represented in the urbitrntion. each of lhc Clients must retain 
iL-. own leg.ii counsel 
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ct. Clients shall folly cocpcrnti: \.Vith the Attornt.y and provide all infornultion 
relevant to the issues and suhjctl mntler oJ (his Agreement; pay nil expenst~s as required herein; 
keep Attorney apprised of the whercabot!lk of iti; principals nnd of:flcinls; cooperate in lho 
prcparntion und trial of the Lawsuit; apper.i nn :·:~asonable notice for depositions und court 
~1ppennmccs, ,ind comply with nil rcasonabit: 1-e,itu:::;ts made by Alt<1rncy in connection with the 
propnration crncl pre!:cntntion of tlrn LiLigulion. 
h. Clients agrei, th:,t as:;ocimc cuunsel and support staff may be employed nt 
the discretio.n nncl expense of AHorney, un<.I that a11y attorney so employed 1m1y be dcsignilte<l to 
appear on City's behalf or undertake City's repr~cz;fation in the Lawsuit, 
c. All of AHorney1s work jHOduct generated tU1der this Agreement will be 
owned by the Attorney. · 
d. If in the course of representing multiple clients the Attorney determines in 
its sole discretion that n conflict of interesr cxi!.IS, the Attorney will 110lif-y aJl of the affected 
clients of such confifot and may withdraw from wpreser~ling any C>nc CH' more of the mulliple 
clients to the extcnl such a withdrawal woukl he permitted or required by applicabJe provision of 
the Utrih Rules of Pmfo!lsi.onal Cc.mc.luct. 
e. 1.\ttorney cannot and does not warrant, predict or guarantee results of the 
firm! ontcomc of this or any cmie. CLIENTS AGREE AND ACKNOWLEDGE 11-J.AT 
ATTORNEY HAS MADE NO PROMISES, REPRESENTATIONS OR GUARANTEES 
REGARDING THE OUTCOME OF OR LIKELY AMOUNT RECOVERABLE FROM 
CITY'S CLAIMS IN THE 1-A WSUI.T. 
f. This Agreement include;; the entire agreement belween the Clients nnd the 
J\.twrncy regarding this matter, ancl can only be modified if another written agreement ii; signed 
by the Clil!nts and the Attorney. This Agreement shnll be binding upon both the Clients nnd the 
Attorney and their respective heirs, legal representatives nnd 8uccessors and assigns in interest. 
g. rn the c!vcnl a dispute should arise between Attorney and Clients with 
rcgartl to the fee whic.h .is to be pai<I by Clients to Attorney, any such dispule sh~ll be resolved 
through cnmpulsm·y arbitrnlion in accorctunce with the rules of urbitrntion, or fee disputes of the 
State Bnr of lJlah. before the Fee Dispute Committee. 
h. Clienls represent that Attorney J1as advised Clients in writing of the 
desitability of seeking and hu:-; been given n rcnsonnble opportunity tu seek the advice of 
independent legal cnu11sel on the terms anct concli1ions of this Agreement. 
L Clienls nclrnowledge that Attom<1}' is not providing tax advice to either of 
them iu rnm:cclion with thi:- cng;igement, nnd that they have rc.ucl aml m1clcrstr.nd Attorney's 
"St:1temcnt of Policy Rcgnrding Tax Advice" that i~ incorporated into this Agreement ns Exhibit 
A. 
rN WlTNESS WHEREOF, the parti1Js h,,ve caused this Agrce.me111 to be r..xecuted ~iS of 
r 
-> 
· EAGLE 003775 
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the date first above written. 
"Client" .. ClmAR VALLE¥ ~A7l'ER COMPANY, LLC ~-~ -✓7 . 
By: ~ == l/. /'.""·-•-:..-._~-... 
-:z~mifif\~fol~' _· ~lging lV!cmher· 
/' 
"Attorney,, - SNELL & WILMER L.L.P. 
7 
. CONFIDENTML 
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Mark 0. Morris (4636) 
Bradley R Cahoon (5925) 
M. Lane Molen (11724) 
Snell & Wtlmer LL.P. 
15 West South Temple, Suite 1200 
Gateway Tower West 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101-1531 
Telephone: (801) 257-1900 
mmorris@swlaw.com 
bcahoon@swlaw.com 
I.molen@swlaw.com · 
Attorneys for Eagle Mountain City 
IN THE FOURTH JUDiCIAL DISTRICT .COURT 1N AND FOR 
UTAHCOUNTY,STATEOFUTAH 
EAGLE MOUNTAIN CITY, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
PARSONS K1NGHORN & HARRlS, P .C., 
Defendant 
.. PARSONS KINGHORN HARRIS, a 
professional corporation, 
Third-Party Plaintiff, 
vs. 
WILLIAMS & HUNT, P.C., 
Third-Party Defendants . 
. 2lll7881 
DECLARATION OF IFO PILI 
Civil No.130300194 
Judge Brady 
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I, Ifb Pili, declare as follows: 
1. I am over the age of 18 years, a resident of fue State of Utah, and am .:fuliy .-
competent in all resp_ects to testify regarding the matters ~et forth herein. _ . 
2. I have been City Administrator for Eagle Mountain City since. approximately 
August of 2012. 
3. Before that time I served as ·a Management" Analyst for the City from September 
of 2006 to April of 2007 as Economic Development Director and Assistant .City Adm!nistnitor; 
from approximately May-of 2007 µntiJ becol!1llg City Administrator. 
4. As Assistant City Administrator and· later as City Administrator I became 
generally acquainted with the facts and circumstances of the lawsuit between Cedar Valley 
Water Company ("CVWC') and tlie City (the "Underlying Lawsuit"). 
5. Dwing the Underlying Lawsuit, I conducted, or was present at, a number of 
conversations with Gerald Kinghorn concerning the Underlying ;Lawsuit and, specifically among 
. other things, (i) the facts and circumstances regarding the 2000 Town Well #I Capacity Purchase 
Agreement ("2000 Purchase Agreement") predating and/or leading up to cvwc_ filing the 
Underlying Lawsuit, and (ii) the City's position and arguments in the Underlying Lawsuit. 
6. Mr. Kinghorn told me and others on more than one occasion that the City had no 
liability to CVWC for obligations under the 2000 Purchase Agreement. 
7. Ar.r.nrriing tn ·Mr. l<1nghnrn, nnP. nf thP <:ity'c:: prirnRry nP.f'PnC:p(;? tn CVWC',::, 
claims was that CVWC had given credits to the City against the $720 impact fee associated with 
the 2000 Purchase Agreement. Mr. Kinghorn said that CVWC had given him letters. 
211178&1 
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· 8. There came a time in the Underlying Lawsuit when- the court awarded CVW.C at 
least $418;871.34~ plus attorney fees;for-breaching the 2000 Purchase Agreement. ;This cam~ as · 
a surprise to· me, given what I had ·been told by -PKH. since before the Un_derlying:La~uit · 
began-that the City had-no liability. 
9. I thereafter came to realize that.PKH's advice over the course of the preyious 
twelve ·years or so had put the City in the position- of being sued in the Underlying-Lawsuit and 
vulnerable to a potential judgment_ in a very significant amount. .. ··.:.· : ... 
. 10. · · After the credit letters promised by Mr. Kinghorn could never be found and 
produced, ·and realizing t4at- PKH's advice regarding -the 2000 Purchase .Agreement had 
subjected the City to significant exposure, I believed that the City should hold PKH responsible 
· for any damages it incurred, and intended to recommend to the City that it seek recoyery for 
those damages, and for any further damages it would incur by way of jury verdict, settlement, or 
otherwise. 
I 1. In December of 2012, the City began settlement discussions-with CVWC hoping 
to avoid a jury trial and potentially enormous judgment which the City lacked resources to 
satisfy. 
12. The City and· CVWC participated in im unsuccessful mediation on December 13, 
2012. In that December 2012 mediation, I do not recall the possibility of the City's sharing in 
proceeds of the City's eventual malpractice claim being raised by either party. When the City's 
mayor authorized me to negotiate directly with CVWC, it was my idea to suggest that the City 
may be able to· share proceeds of any settlement or judgment in the malpractice claim against 
2)117881 
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PKH that I had already determined would be in·the City>s best interest. These .discussions with 
CVWC took place primarily during January 20U:· . . \' r·. 
13: . The City and CVWC evennkuy settled the Underlying Lawsuit, with the ,City 
obligating itself to pay to CVWC a total of over $4.5 million over time. The-City later ente_red 
into the Contingent Fee Agreement in connection with settling the Underlying Lawsuit: 
14. In -proposing to share co~tingent pr?ceeds: in an eventual settlement or lawsuit 
with CVWC;.the· City never intended to transfer or assign the claim, or control. over the :claim to .. 
CVWC. During the time the City was negotiating settlement with CVWC and considering the,· 
Contingent Fee Agreement, it was alw~ys my understanding that the City would bring the claims . 
and control the litigation. 
15. Also as part of the settlement negotiations, we discussed using Snell & Wilmer 
L.L.P. as the attorneys to bring the malpractice lawsuit The City agreed to using Snell & 
Wilmer because Snell & Wilmer was a logical choice to represent the City in the malpractice 
lawsuit. It was ~eady well acquainted wit4·the complicated facts of the underlying case and the 
do~uments related thereto. Further, Snell attorneys had been instrumental in .exposing PKH's 
misrepresentations and malpractice through the processes of the Underlying Lawsuit. As such, 
we believed Snell & Wilmer could litigate the case effectively and efficiently. 
16. The City Attorney at the time of the settlement, Jeremy Cook from PK.H, never 
indicated to me that an agreement to share proceeds with CVWC of a malpnu.;ut,;c; (;liili.ll woulc.l 
be improper or voidable. 
17. If the City and CVWC had not entered into an agreement to share proceeds as part 
of its settlemen½ I would have strongly recommended pursuing. and I believe the City would 
21117881 
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L. 
have pursued; the· ··legal. . malpractice . claim_. ·to · :-recover· whatever . damages• PKH' s ' . . . .. 
misrepresentations and poor legal. advice had caused the City. .. . . . ·~ ... · . 
18. · . · ·. Since· the settlement, 1 have been one of t}io ·primary points of contact for the -City . · ·. :: · . 
in communicating with our·-attomeys, Snell &-:Wilm~r LL.P., regarding,the·legatmalpractice _. · .. 
case against PKH. These have· included fac;:e-to-face meetings, phone calls, letters;· and emails . 
concerning. case updates; strategy and coordination of the City's claims. :. ·.,. ·:.·. -·· 
· 19. -During the couxse.ofits·attemptto· resolve the·claim,'the City through its attorneys·.: .. -_.. 
Snell & Wilmer, L:l:..P·., provided PKH with ·materials in hopes-of persuading PKH to settle the· .. 
claim for a reasonable amount. Among other things, thes~ documents included the expert reports .. 
of a· retired judge and a law professor; each· of whom had opined that PKH had breached the 
standard of care and committed legal malpractice as to the City. . 
20. The City and PKH attempted mediation on October 30, 2013, before this suit was 
filed. The mediation -was unsuccessful. PKH made no settlement offer at the 2013 mediation 
that I was willing to bother· recommending to ~e City Council. 
21. • . Since the-City filed this Lawsuit on December 10; 2013, it has not received any 
. settlement offer from PICH.· During the pendency of the Lawsuit, I have not been involved with 
any conversation with any- CVWC representative concerning the prosecution of claims or 
strategies undertaken. Further, I am not aware of any other City official having such a 
conversation. In all of my communications with our counsel on this matter, no one from CVWC 
has directed any communications to me concerning the prosecution of claims or strategies 
undertaken. 
21117881 
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· ·· · ·· l declare.under penalty .of.perjuty, pursuant t0·Utah Code· Ann. § 78B-5-7.05;·.that~fue· ·:.:·· .; .-···. , :!. 
I ·, 
I •·• : 
i 
: 1._ .. ..... 
.. ,: .• ~ 
! .. \ ... 
I 
! 
.! 
I 
foregoing statements are true :tq the .b·est of my knowledge, information, and. belief:.- · . ·· .. 
,: . Ex~cuted on this.· l<; ~ day ofMarch,.2015. · . ··' · · 
• j.• t'·. 
••!'\.• •••• 
, ..... 
I•.! • • • a•-:.•• •,• .:_.: I••·• : 
••• • •;•., . : •I.:. .i 
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Mark 0. Morris ( 4636) 
Bradley R. Cahoon (5925) 
M. Lane Molen (11724) 
Snell & Wilmer L.L.P. . 
15 West South Temple, Suite 1200 
Gateway Tower West 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101-1531 
Telephone: (801) 257-1900 
mmorris@swlaw.com 
bcahoon@swlaw.com 
lmolen@swlaw.com 
Attorneys for Eagle Mo~ntain City 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN·AND FOR ~ · · · · 
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
EAGLE MOUNTAIN CITY, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
PARSONS KINGHORN & HARRIS, P.C., 
Defendant. 
PARSONS KINGHORN HARRIS, a 
professional corporation, 
Third-Party. Plaip.tiff, 
vs. 
WILLIAMS & HUNT, P.C., 
Third-Party Defendants. 
21148144 
DECLARATION 9FMAYOR 
CHRISTOPHER PENG~· 
CivilNo.130300194 
Judge Brady 
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I, Christopher Pengra. declare as follows: 
1. T ,. ..... ,. .. ,.,. .. +i. .. arro n+ , 0 ... e-~~ ~ :..~ .. 1· .:Jen~ nf the State -~ TT.,.,1.. r.-·d a.,.,... .t:.. 11--
.L UJ.U VV._,4 u,._, 5'-' VJ. J.U J O.!.:-, Q. J.l;.,:, U J._l, '-- V.L t.JLi:llJ., i:1ll wJ:l .!.\.L.!.)' 
competent in all respects to testify regarding the matters set forth herein. :· ·•. 
·2. I am the lv~yor of Eagle Mountain City ("City''). I was elected Mayor in. 
November 2013 and began serving in 2014. 
3. As Mayor I have become familiar with the facts and circumstances involved with·. 
·the City's legal malpractice claim against Parsons, Kinghorn and ~arris, P.C. ePKH11) •. 
4: , Since_·taking office, I ~ave beep.one of two primary points of contact.for the. City.-~-, 
in communicating- wit)i our- attorneys, Snell & Wilmer L.L.P -~ regar4ing the: legal· malpr~ctice· 
case against Parsons Kinghorn & Harris, P.C. These. have included face-to-face ~eetings, phone 
c~ls, letters, and emails concerning case updates, strategy and coordination of the City's claims. 
In all of my- commwtlcations with our counsel on this matter, no one from· the Cedar Valley 
Water Company ("CVWC") has directed any communications to me concerning the prosecution 
of claims or strategies undertaken. 
5. Since I became Mayor in' 2014, no one has presented to me a settlement offer 
· made by PKH, nor am I aware of any settlement _offer of any kind being made by PKH in this 
case since the Complaint was filed. 
I declare under penalty of perjury, pursuant to Utah Code Ann. § 78B-5-705, that the 
foregoing statements are true to the best of my lmowledge, information, and belief. 
21148144 
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Mark 0. Morris (4636) 
Bradley R Cahoon (5925) 
M. Lane Molen (11724) 
Snell & Wilmer L.L.P. 
15 West South Temple, Suite 1200 
Gateway Tower West 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101-1531 
Telephone: (801) 257-1900 
mmonis@swlaw.com 
bcahoon@swlaw.com 
lmolen@swlaw.com 
Attorneys for Eagle Mountain City 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR 
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
EAGLE MOUNTAIN CITY, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
PARSONS KINGHORN & HARRIS, P.C., 
Defendant. 
PARSONS KINGHORN HARRIS, a 
professional corporation, 
Third-Party Plaintiff, 
vs. 
WILLIAMS & HUNT, P.C., 
Third-Party Defendants. 
DECLARATION OF 
HEATHER JACKSON 
Civil No. 130300194 
Judge Brady 
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I, Heather Jackson, declare as follows: 
l. I an1 over the age of I 8 years, a resident of the State of Utah, and am fully 
competent in all respects to testify regarding the matters set forth herein. 
2. I am a former Mayor of Eagle Mountain City ("City"). I was elected Mayor in 
November 2007 and began serving in 2008. Prior to my time as Mayor, I bad serve~ on the City 
Council since 2006. 
3. As Mayor I became aware of claims asserted by Cedar Valley Water Company 
("CVWC") concerning alleged breaches of the 2000 Town Well #I Capacity Purchase 
Agreement, dated February 15, 2000 (''2000 Purchase Agreement"). 
4. At all times since I took office until his death in 2012, Jerry Kinghorn, the City 
Attorney and partner with the firm of Parsons, Kinghorn & Harris, was known to me and to my 
knowledge, all of the City Councilmembers to be the person most knowledgeable about the 2000 
Purchase Agreement, its administration and the history of the City's performance under the 2000 
Purchase Agreement. 
5. I consulted with Mr. Kinghorn on many occasions concerning CVWC's claims, 
and discussed with Mr. Kinghorn my concerns regarding the City's potential liability for those 
claims, and about the City's defenses to those claims. Mr. Kinghorn provided advice to me and 
to the City Council in various settings including in closed session council meetings, 
conversations, email, and through official correspondence. 
6. During the course of those discussions, Mr. Kinghorn advised me and City 
councilmembers that a primary defense to CVWC's claims in the lawsuit that was ultimately 
brought ("Underlying Litigation") was a credit mechanism contained in the Contract, which the 
City could automatically invoke against CVWC. 
003955 
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7. Mr. Kinghorn also advised me and the City Council that there were credit letters 
that absolved the City of its obligations to collect the $720 Well #1 impact fees and pay those 
monies over to CVWC under the 2000 Purchase Agreement. 
8. Mr. Kinghorn 's statements about the credit letters turned out to be unfounded, and 
I later concluded that the purported letters did not exist to support the credit mechanism that Mr. 
Kinghorn had for years asserted had been invoked by CVWC. 
9. I also came to believe that PKH's advice regarding the administration of the 2000 
Purchase Agreement had subjected the City to significant exposure, and that the City should hold 
PKH responsible and seek recovery for those damages and any further damages it would incur 
by way of jury verdict, settlement, or otherwise. 
10. Around December of 2012, the City engaged in settlement discussions with 
CVWC. The City and CVWC participated in an unsuccessful mediation on December 13, 2012. 
11. In the context of those settlement discussions and mediation, I do not recall that 
the possibility of the City's sharing any portion of proceeds of the City's potential malpractice 
claim against PKH was raised by either party during the 2012 mediation in the Underlying 
Lawsuit 
12. Following the unsuccessful mediation, I authorized Ifo Pili to negotiate directly 
with CVWC regarding a potential settlement, which of course would ultimately have to be 
approved by the City Council. I understood that in the course of settlement discussions that 
occurred mostly in January 2013, Ifo Pili, on behalfofthe City, and CVWC first discussed the 
possibility of including as part of the settlement an agreement to share proceeds of any claims the 
City asserted against PKH by reason of its malpractice concerning the 2000 Purchase Agreement. 
13. ·1 was comfortable with the idea of the City's retaining Snell & Wilmer L.L.P. to 
bring the claims. SnelJ & Wilmer was a logical choice to represent the City in the malpractice 
lawsuit because it was already well acquainted with the complicated factual history of the events 
003956 
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giving rise to the claims, and the documents related thereto. Further, Snell & Wilmer attorneys 
had been instrumental in exposing PKI·Ps misrepresentations to and wrong legai advice through 
the processes of the Underlying Lawsuit. As such, we believed Snell & Wilmer could litigate the 
case effectively and efficiently. 
14. I do not remember Mr. Cook, the City Attorney in February, 2014, or anyone else 
from PKH stating, before the Settlement Agreement was entered into on February 5, 2013, that a 
contingent agreement to share proceeds of a malpractice lawsuit would be improper or voidable. 
15. Regardless of whether the City had entered into an agreement to share proceeds as 
part of any settlement, I believe the City would have pursued the legal malpractice claim to 
recover damages it incurred in the Underlying Li.tigation. 
16. After settling the Underlying Lawsuit in February 2013, the City then attempted 
in good faith to resolve the claim against PKH without having to file a lawsuit. The City made 
extraordinary efforts to avoid publicity about the case, and we made a conscious choice to not 
pursue Mr. Kinghorn's estate. 
17. Since the February 2013 settlement, and until I left office at the end of 2013, I 
was one of two primary points of contact for the City in communicating with our attorneys, Snell 
& Wilmer L.L.P., regarding the legal malpractice case against PKH. These included face-to-face 
meetings, phone calls, letters, and emails concerning case updates, strategy and coordination of 
the City's claims. 
18. As part of the efforts to settle the legal malpractice claim against PKH, the City 
and PKH attempted mediation on October 30, 2013. The mediation was unsuccessful. PKH 
made no settlement offer at the mediation that I was willing to recommend to the City Council 
for approval. 
19. Since the unsuccessful 2013 mediation until I left my position as Mayor, I am 
aware of no settlement offers of any kind made by PKH in this case. Also during that time I was 
003957 
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not involved with any conversation with CVWC about litigation strategy or any other decision 
making on any issue in the case. Further, I am not aware of any other City official having such a 
conversation. 
I declare under penalty of perjury, pursuant to Utah Code Ann. § 78B-5-705, that the 
foregoing statements are true to the best of my knowledge, information, and belief. 
Executed on this _/L_ day of March, 2015. 
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FOURTH DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF UT AH 
UTAH COUNTY, SPANISH FORK DEPARTMENT 
EAGLE MOUNTAIN CITY, 
Plaintiff, RULING ON DEFENDANT'S MOTION 
vs. 
PARSONS KINGHORN HARRIS, 
Defendant. 
PARSONS KINGHORN HARRIS, 
Third-Party Plaintiff, 
vs. 
WILLIAMS & HUNT, P.C.; et al. 
Third-Party Defendants. 
FOR SUMMARY J'UDGEMENT 
Case No. 130300194 
Judge James Brady 
This matter co.mes before the court on Defendant's motion for summary judgment. 
Defendant seeks the dismissal of Plaintiffs complaint on the basis that Plaintiff has assigned 
interests in its legal malpractice lawsuit in a manner that violates public policy. Plaintif.f1s 
complaint includes three separate causes of action. The first cause of action is based on a claim 
that Defendant negligently perfom1ed its duties a legal counsel for Plaintiff. The second cause of 
action is based on a claim that Defendants breached its fiduciary duties as legal counsel to 
Plaintiff. The third cause of action is based on a claim that Defendant breached contractual 
obligations owed to Plaintiff as legal counsel. All three causes of action are based on the 
attorney-client relationship between Plaintiff and Defendant, and Plaintiff alleges Defendant's 
Page I 
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deficient legai services violated standards, established in both tort and contract. Ail three of 
Plaintiffs claims have in common that they allege legal malpractice by Defendant. The parties 
briefed and argued this motion on the basis of the assignment of a legal malpractice claim and 
did not differentiate between the three types of malpractice alleged in the complaint. Neither 
party argued for individual causes of action to be dismissed or to survive. After reviewing the 
memoranda, affidavits, exhibits, pleadings on file and hearing the parties, oral arguments, the 
court took this motion under advisement. Having considered the facts and issues presented, the 
court now enters this ruJing GRANTING defendant's motion. In granting this motion, the Court 
intends this order to dismiss all three causes of action, without prejudice, subject to Plaintiffs 
right to re-file its Complaint if jt meets the conditions stated below. 
lbe standard for summary judgement applied by the Court is that summary judgment 
"shall be rendered if the pleadings, deposition, answers to interrogatories, and admission on file, 
together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and 
that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law." Rule 56(c), URCP. 
Additionally, Hthe facts and all reasonable inferences drawn therefrom [are viewed] in the light 
most favorable to the nonmoving party." Jackson v Mateus, 2003 UT 18, §2, 70 P .3d 78 (internal 
citation omitted). Summary judgement "denies the opportunity of trial (and so] should be granted 
only when it clearly appears that there is no reasonable prob~bility the party moved against could 
prevail." Utah State Univ. Of Agric. And Applied Sci. V. Sutro & Co., 646 P.2d 715,. 720 n. 14 
(Utah 1982). 
Defendant's motion addresses two legal issues, l) Does Eagle Mountain City's ('LEMC") 
Page 2 
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Settlement Agreement with Cedar Valley Water Company ("CVWC") and their joint Contingent 
Fee Agreement with Snell & Willmer ("SWn), (here after jointly referred to as "Agreements") 
constitute an assignment of a malpractice claim; and, 2) If it is an assignment of a malpractice 
claim does it bar EMC from pursuing its malpractice claims against Parsons Kinghorn Harris 
("PKH"). Both parties spent much time and effort informing the Court of the facts and issues 
raised in the underlying case, most of which are not material to either question. From the 
affidavits and other evidence presented, the court finds the following facts are both material and 
uncontested: 
I. EMC is suing PKH claiming legal malpractice based on tort and contract theories. 
2. EMC alleges, among other things, that: 
a. Pw-suant to the 2001 Town Well #I Capacity Purchase Agreement, an Impact Fee 
Ordinance ("IFO"} was enacted by EMC, City Ordinance No:00-02, in 2000. 
b. Under the terms of the IFO, EMC would collect impact fees under certain specific 
C. 
d. 
e. 
triggering events from "development applicants,, that transferred water rights to 
EMC which relied on Well #1 as the point of diversion. 
EMC did not collect impact fees from developers based on PKH's alleged 
incorrect advice. 
PKH, through attorney Gerry Kinghorn, who was EMC's City Attorney1 allegedly 
incorrectly advised EMC from 2000 through 2011 not to collect impact fees. 
PKH,s improper advice allegedly damaged EMC because EMC is required to pay 
CVWC money it would not have had to pay if EMC had collected impact fees 
from developers= including $4,560,000 that EMC is required to pay CVWC as 
Page 3 
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part of the February 5, 2013 Settlement of the Underlying Case. This allegedly 
constitutes professional negiigence, breach of fiduciary duty, and breach of 
contract. 
3. Snell & Willmer represented CVWC in the Underlying Case against Etv1C. 
4. On February 5, 2013; EMC and CVWC. finalized the settlement of the underlying case 
and memorialized it in a signed written Settlement Agreement and a separate Contingent 
Fee Agreement. 
5. Ex.eluded from the Release contained in the Settlement Agreement "are any and all claims 
[EMC] may have against its own attorneys [PKH], as set forth in the Contingent Fee 
Agreement identified in paragraph T' of the Settlement Agreement. 
6. Paragraph 7 of the Settlement Agreement, entitled ''Integration/' states: Except as 
expressly stated herein, this Agreement and a companion Contingent Fee Agreement, 
contain the entire agreement and understanding of the parties with respect to the subject 
matter hereof, and integrates all prior conversations, discussions or undertakings of 
whatever kind or nature and may only be modified by a subsequent writing duly executed 
by the parties hereto. 
7. EMC and CVWC entered into the Contingent Fee Agreement in connection with settling 
the underlying Case. 
8. The Contingent Fee Agreement is binding upon EMC, CVWC and SW and their 
respective heirs, legal representatives and successors and assigns in interest. 
9. The Contingent Fee Agreement provides among other things that: 
a. As part of the settlement of the Underlying Case~ EMC is obligated to file and 
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b. 
prosecute the Malpractice Case against PKH. 
Both EMC and CVWC retain SW as their attorney to prosecute the Malpractice 
Case on EM C's and CVWCs behalf against PKH. 
c. Since both CVWC and EMC are clients of SW. "communications between the 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
jointly represented Clients and [SW] are privileged as to third parties but are not 
privileged as to the Clients which are being jointly represented. Accordingly) 
[SW] is free to share with both Clients communications and information which 
[SW] has or obtains from any of the Clients respecting the [Malpractice Case]." 
EMC, CVWC, and SW will each receive one-third of any recovery from PKH in 
the Malpractice Case, aft-er payment of costs, and absent an appeal. 
SW's one-third contingent fee is calculated on the amount of sums recovered from 
PKH (including its insurers), after out of pocket expenses are first deducted from 
such recovery. 
All costs incurred in connection with the Malpractice Case shall be paid by 
CVWC, including payments in advance when requested by SW, and such costs 
shall be reimbursed to CVWC first from any recovery realized in the Malpractice 
Case. Those costs include Llsums expended for subpoenas, photos, photocopies, 
scanning, facsimiles, telephone calls, exhibits used at hearings, depositions, court 
reporter costs, reports. witness statements, expert witnesses, and all other out-of• 
pocket expenses directly incurred in investigating or Jitigating the [Malpractice 
Case against PKHJ. 
Costs shall also include the out of pocket expenses that (CVWC] and [EMC] 
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incurred in connection with the prosecution or the cbims 011 the 2000 Agreement. 
which amounts the parties agree shall be reimbursed from the firsl proceeds of any 
recovery on the [Malpractice Case againsl PKH]. 
h. EMC cannot settle the Malpractice Case without CVWC's consent. Absent 
mutual agreement, the parties must first mediate and subsequently submit, if 
necessary, to mandatory arbitration. 
i. EMC and CVWC consent to SW's continued representation of CVWC in 
connection with the enforcement of, or any dispute arising from or between 
[EMC] and (CVWC] relating to the Settlement Agreement (in the Underlying 
Case]. Should a dispute arise between [EMC) and (CVWC] relating to the 
Settlement Agreement. except as may be required by the Utah Rules of 
Professional Responsibility, [SW] will represent the interests of [CVWC] against 
the interests of [EMC]. 
10. John Walden signed the Contingent Fee Agreement on behalf of CVWC as its Managing 
Member. 
11. Ifo Pili signed the Contingent Fee Agreement on behalf of EMC as its City Administrator. 
I 2. Mark Morris signed the Contingent Fee Agreement on behalf of SW as a Partner. 
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ANALYSIS: 
Docs the Settlement Agreement and the Contingent Free Agreement Constitute an 
Assignment of EM C's Claim of Legal Malpractice. 
It is important to note that although PKH asks the court to declare the Agreements are 
1111e11forceab/e, nothing in this ruling is intended to rule on the enforceability or respective rights 
of SW, CVWC and EMC in the Settlement Agreement and Contingent Fee Agreement. These are 
issues between SW, CVWC and EMC and are not before this court. A resolution of those issues 
would require, at a minimum, the inclusion of SW and CVWC as parties, and an opportunity to 
be heard. The issue before this court is not the enforceability of the Settlement Agreement and 
Contingent Fee Agreement between its interested parties, but rather whether as a consequence of 
entering these agreements, has EMC apparently assigned interests in a legal malpractice claim~ 
and if so, does the assignment violate public policy. 
EMC argues the Contingency Fee Agreement is merely a means of EMC sharing 
proceeds with CVWC, a common practice. The Cou1t disagrees. EMC's argument that it has not 
assigned the claim to CVWC are inconsistent with the content of the Agreement. Even the 
Recitals to the Contingency Fee Agreement provides that, "City [EMC] and Cedar Valley 
[CVWC) desire to retain Attorney to bring the Lawsuit against PKH ... " This provision 
begs the question, if CVWC did not receive even an assignment of interest in EM C's claims, 
why does CVWC "desire to retain the attorney" to pursue the claim? Paragraph 5, 5 b., and 6 e. 
of the Contingency Fee Agreement also support the position that EMC and CVWC believe they 
each have the need for legal representation to pursue their interests in the EMC malpractice 
claim. 
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The Comt finds the following provisions of the Contingent Fee Agreement grant some of 
EMC's interests in the current case to CVWC: 
a. As part of the settlement of the Underlying Case, EMC agrees to ... file and 
prosecute a complaint against PKH ... alleging negligence and related 
malpractice c.laims, sole]y on the terms and conditions of this agreement 
(Contingent Fee Agreement, Recitals Paragraph C). 
b. City [EMC] and Cedar Valley [CVWC) desire to retain Attorney [SW] to bring 
C. 
the lawsuit against PKH ... (Contingent Fee Agreement, Recitals Paragraph D) . 
. . . communications between the jointly represented Clients [EMC and CVWC] 
and Attorney (SW] are privileged as to third parties but are not privileged as to the 
Clients which are being jointly represented. (Contingent Fee Agreement, 
Paragraph 5.b) 
d. In the Settlement Agreement, City [EMC] and Cedar Valley (CVWC] agreed that 
after payment of costs, each would receive one third ... of the recovery, if any, 
from PKH in the Lawsuit. (Contingent Fee Agreement Recital Paragraph E). 
e. Clients each agree that Attorney [SW] is entitled to one-third (1/3) of the sums 
recovered from PKH (including its insurers), after out of pocket costs are first 
deducted from such recovery. (Contingent Fee Agreement, Paragraph 1). 
f. . .. all costs incurred in connection with the Lawsuit shall be paid by Cedar Valley 
[CVWC] but all amount of such costs shall be first repaid paid from any recovery 
n;(.;eivcu. (Coutingc:nt f,ee Agreement Purugraph, 3.a). 
g. In the event PKH (and/or its insurers) make an offer of settlement to Clients, and 
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they can not mutually agree on the terms of negotiated settlement of the Lawsuit, 
then the clients agree first to negotiate in good faith. Failing an agreement then the 
parties agree to mediate their dispute before a mediator ... 
a. In the event the dispute is not resolved by mediation, each of the two 
parties sha1I select an arbitrator and the two selected arbitrators shall select 
a third arbitrator ... 
b .... The decision of the three arbitrators whether to accept of reject the 
pending offer shall be binding on the clients ... 
Contingent Fee Agreement, Paragraph 7). 
Assignment of Control of Litigation. 
Assignment of rights to a legal claim, or chose in action, may include assignment of the 
right to control litigation of the claim, and/or assignment of property interest in the proceeds 
from the litigation. EMC argues the Agreements only grant CVWC an interest in the potential 
proceeds from the litigation, the Cou1t disagrees. The Court finds that the Agreements grant 
CVWC and interest in both cont.rolling the litigation and in the potential proceeds from the 
litigation. The provisions of the Agreements requiring EMC to I)File the present lawsuit as a 
condition to settle the underlying litigation. 2)Be represented by a specific attorney agreed to by 
CVWC. 3) Allow the attorney to jointly represent EMC and CVWC in this case. 4)Waive client 
confidentiality with the attorney in this case to allow SW to disclose information regarding the 
litigation to CVWC. S)Obtain prior approval by CVWC before it can settle the claim, or if the 
parties disagree, ultimately submit its rights to settle its case to binding arbitration. 
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The Settlement Agreement states it is integrated with the Contingent Fee Agreement. 
Therefore CVWC appears to have the ability to enforce these conditions, with the threat that 
EMC will suffer the consequences of a failed Settlement Agreement in the underlying case if 
EMC were to exercise independence in controlling its litigation decisions. \Vhether or not H,11C 
and CVWC currently have any disagreements regarding these conditions is immaterial. It is 
sufficient for purposes of this motion that CVWC has the apparent ability to force EMC to forego 
its ability to independently control its litigation in the event a disagreement arises in the future. 
The Court finds the Agreements transfer a substantial degree of control over litigation decisions 
from EMC to CVWC in the EMC:s malpractice claim. 
Assignment of Property Interest 
The Agreements also grant CVWC a property interest in EMC's claim. The Agreements 
go beyond providing security for payment of the Settlement amount in the underlying case. 
Instead of granting a security interest for a sum certain, the Agreements grant an uncertain 
amount, based on a percentage of the total amow1t of recovery. The Agreements grants CVWC 
an interest in EMC's property rights. It also grants CVWC a pecuniary incentive to maximize the 
amount of recovery by EMC. 
The Settlement Agreement and Contingency Fee Agreement do not expressly assign the 
malpractice claim to CVWC. However, "the creation and existence of an assignment is to be 
determined according to the intention of the parties, which is to be discerned not only from the 
instruments executed by them, if an, but from the surrounding circumstances." 6A C.J.S. 
Assignments §57 (20i0). From the Agreements, and the apparent intent of the panics the coun 
finds that the Agreements constitute a pa1tial assignment of EM C's malpractice claims. 
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Docs the Partial Assignment of Property Interests in and Partial Control of a 
Malpractice Claim Bar EMC from Pursuing the Claim? 
PKH argues that the public policies that would prohibit an assigmnent of Erv1Cs 
malpractice claim should also app]y to this partial assignment. Whether assigning all or a part of 
a malpractice claim violates a public policy and bars the assignor from pursuing its claim is a 
matter of first impression in Utah. Neither of the parties were able to find a controlling Utah case 
on this point. Although PI~.H asks the court to rely on the 1999 Utah Supreme Court case of 
Snow v Tanasse, 1999 UT 49 for suppo11 the Court finds that case is not helpful. Snow sheds no 
light on the question of partial assignments, and expressly declines to address the question of 
whether malpractice claims are assignable in Utah. When the same case was previously before 
the Court of Appeals as Tanasse v Snow, the Court laid out the majority and minority positions 
on the issue of whether a malpractice claim is voluntarily assignable, but the Appellate Court 
also expressly passed on deciding that issue for Utah. Where there is no controlling precedent, 
both parties have relied on the persuasiveness of cases from other states. 
Majority Position: 
According to Snow v Tanasse, and Gurski v Rosenblum & Filian, 885 A.2d 163, states 
that have adopted the position that legal malpractice claims are personal and can not be assigned 
include: Arizona, California, Colorado, Florida, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Michigan, 
Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, New Jersey, Nevada Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia. These 
states identify many overlapping public policy considerations including the unique and personal 
nature of the relationship between attorney and client, the need to preserve the sanctity of that 
relationship, confidentiality, and conflicts of interests among others, to support their adoption of 
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this majority position. 
Minor"ilv Position: 
According to Snow v Tanasse, states that adopted the position that legal malpractice 
claims are assignable include New York, Oregon and Pennsylvania. These states generally hold 
that legal malpractice claims are based on routine negligence or contract theories and should be 
assignable as are any routine tort or contract claim. 
Neither party argued that this Court should adopt the minority position. Because of the 
public policy issues supporting the non-nssignability of legal malpractice claims, this court 
adopts the majority position. 
Public Policy Issues: 
The court considered the following public policy concerns and rulings by courts in other 
states regarding assignability of legal malpractice claims: 
Exploitation and merchandising of malpractice claims. ult is the unique quality 
of legal services, the personal nature of the attorney's duty to the client and the 
confidentiality of the attorney-client relationship that invoke public policy 
considerations in our conclusion that malpractice claims should not be subject to 
assignment. The assignment of such claims could relegate the legal malpractice 
action to the market place and convert it to a commodity to be exploited and 
transferred to economic bidders who have never had a professional relationship 
with the attorney and to whom the attorney has never owed a legal duty, and who 
have never had any prior connection with the assignor or his rights. The 
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commercial aspect of assignability of choses in action arising out of legal 
malpractice is rife with probabilities that could only debase the legal profession." 
(See. Goodley v Wank & Wank, 62 Cal. App. 3d 389) 
Preservation of the Sanctity o-f the client-lawyer relationship. '"The assignment 
of a legal malpractice claim is perhaps most incompatible with the attorney's duty 
ofloyalty. An attorneys loyalty is Jikely to be weakened by the knowledge that a 
client can sell off a malpractice claim, particularly if an adversary can buy it. If an 
attorney is providing zealous representation to a client, the client's adversary ·will 
likely be motivated to strike back at the attorney in any permissible fashion. If an 
adversary can retaliate by buying up a client's malpractice action, attorneys will 
begin to rethink the wisdom of zealous advocacy. A legal system that discourages 
loyalty to the client, disserves that client." "Unlike any other commercial 
transaction, the client-lawyer relationship is structured to function within an 
adversarial legal system. In order to operate within this system, the relationship 
must do more than bind together a client and a lawyer. It must also work to repel 
attacks from legal adversaries. Those who are not privy to the relationship are 
often purposefitlly excluded because they are pursuing interests adverse to the 
client's interests.u (See. Picadilly. inc. v Raikos, 582 N.E.2d 338) For example, 
EMC's relationship with PKH was maintained for one purpose, to defeat 
CVWC's suit against EMC. CVWC was the antagonist who by initiating its 
lawsuit against EMC drove EMC to seek out the protection offered by the 
client-lawyer relationship with .PKH. 
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Opportunity for Collusion. One compelling argument against assignment is that 
11 [p ]ennilling an assignment or a legal malpractice claim to the adversary in the 
underlying litigation that gave rise to the legal malpractice claim ... creates the 
opportunity and incentive for collusion in stipulating to damages in exchange for 
an agreement not to execute on the judgment in the underlying litigation." (See, 
Gurski, 885 A.2d at 174). Nothing prevents the parties from stipulating to 
artificially inflated damages that could serve as the basis for unjustly high 
damages in the 'trial within a trial' phase of the subsequent malpractice action. 
While it is not necessary to find that the consent judgment in the underlying 
litigation was the product of collusion or that the stipulated damages were 
unreasonable, the Court "merely observes that the opportunity and incentive for 
collusion were ce1tainly present." r.c:Jee, Kommavongsa v. Haskell, 67 P.3d at. 
1077). 
An abrupt and shameless shift of positions in the malpractice case. 'The trial 
of this assigned malpractice claim would feature a public and disreputable role 
reversal. The mechanics of trying this case would magnify the least attractive 
aspects of the legal system .... Because of the unique nature of the trial within a 
trial [the] change in position would be obvious to all the jurors hearing the 
evidence .... They would rightly leave the courtroom with less regard for the law 
and the legal profession than they had when they entered." Picadil/y, Inc. v. 
Raikos, 582 N.E.2d 338. 
No distinction between as assignment of a cause of action and an assignment 
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of recovery. Courts have found a Hmcaningless distinction'' between an 
assignment of a cause of action and an assignment of recovery from such an 
action, which distinction is made merely to circumvent the public policy barring 
assignments (See, Town & Counhy Bank v Country Mutual Ins., 12 I Ill. App. 3d 
216 and Gurski v Rosenblum & Filian, 885 A.2d 163). 
The court recognizes that each of these are important public concerns that oppose the 
assignability of malpractice claims. These public policy concerns, combined with the parties 
failure to present support for the minority position, are sufficient to persuade the Court to adopt 
the majority position that malpractice claims should not be assignable. The Court also agrees 
with the reasoning of the Court in Town & Counhy that '\ .. the distinction between the 
assignment of a cause of action for personal injuries and the assignment of the expectancy of 
recovery from such an action [is] a fiction not necessary to support some public policy ... and 
(the Court] will not adopt this meaningless distinction to circumvent that public policy. If the 
assignment of the cause of action is void, the assignment of the expectancy of the proceeds is 
also void." 
Although there is no express assignment of the claim in this case, it is obvious that the 
Agreements transfer to CVWC a substantial level of EMC control over the litigation decisions 
and a substantial portion of EMC's property rights. Although the Contingency Fee Agreement 
was drafted to state, "the parties agree," the Contingency Fee Agreement and the Settlement 
Agreement are merged, establishing the potential that a violation of the Contingency Fee 
Agreement's terms may result in consequences to EMC's benefits under the Settlement 
Agreement. 
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Based on the assignment of substantial control over litigation decisions and an interest in 
the potential proceeds of the current litigation the court finds the Agreements violate public 
policy. 
EMC May Pursue its Claims Under Certain Conditions. 
Nothing in this order prohibits EMC from pursuing its claims against PKH for 
malpractice. However~ EMC may not do so under the restrictions placed on it by the Agreements. 
Similar to the decision in Davis v Scott, 320 S. W. 3d 87, the Court finds that EMC "has not 
forfeited its claim~ but [the Court] can not ignore the fact that the present suit is born of the ... 
assignment and is, therefore, tainted in some respect." EMC is permitted to pursue its claim 
against PKH if it satisfies the Court that it will be prosecuted independently of the settlement 
agreement. To do so) at a minimum, EMC needs to establish that its litigation is not controlled in 
any way by CVWC, and that EMC is not represented by attorneys associated with CVWC. 
ORDER 
EMC's complaint against PKH is dismissed without prejudice. EMC may re-file its 
claims against PKH if it establishes that it is not controlled in any way by CVWC and is not 
represented by attorneys associated with CVWC. 
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